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Uni students said something about
everything this year. From discussing school policy to chanting class
cheers to everyday conversations,
everyone spoke their mind. A new
advisory schedule gave students
morefree time on Wednesday's. The
new Mac lab and lockers on the
third meant that subbies weren't

seen but still heard. At the end ofthe
year, the seniors said good-bye to
high school andprepared to take on
the challenges of college life.
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Subbie Retreat. Dances.
Spirit Week. Student
Production. These are just
a few of the activities Uni
High students enjoyed
throughout the 1995-96
school year. We were as
intense as Twelve Angry
Jurors. But we were
enthusiastic during Spirit
Week. Every year, these
activities heighten the
social aspect of our lives
and bring about a better
understanding to our
unique, individual school.

u

I love Spirit Week.

Each day is more exciting than the last. I especially liked seeing my
boyfriend kick butt at
Pack the Place!
But the best part this
year was Hug Therapy
Day. It made me feel so
good!"
- Claire Henson
Senior

•
Left: (Nell and Audrey): HUG
THERAPY DAY!!!
(yousay):AWWW, how cute ...

Far left: Seniors
Jon and Sam rip
the brains out of
the punkin'. Left:
Christina Garcia,
DOA
Quadruplets
Shawn, Amanda,
Nadia, and Becky
drop their pants
and ham it up on
Twin Day while
Katie, Gozen, and
Amy squeeze in
for the picture
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Subbie Retreat

For the second year in a row student
council led the subbies on a retreat to
lake of the woods .. The subbies played
games, find relaxed. The subbies were
given advice from the upperclassmen
Cyndra also taught them a few tricks of
her own. They learned to get along, and
show off their talents. One group of
subbies has a talent for dressing in drag.
In general the subbies were just as annoying as ever. At least they all like each
other.

The subbies are all tied up.

Cyndra gives the subbies osme of
her wisdom.

Teh subbies love their drag
\!1 , 11!,
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Lounge Life
Student outside the school continued to be amazed by
Uni' tudent lounge. This year the lounge started with
new furniture, orne of which wa donated by Principal
Robert . Later, second semester, more furniture was
added, picked out by seniors Ted Ulen and Dan Murphy.
Acce was denied, as the subbies, three times, tried to
force their way into the lounge. For Halloween, some
seniors used the lounge to carve pumpkins in. Senior
Matt Modica summed up this year's lounge life by saying,
"The lounge is the mo t laid back place in the entire
chool." Overall, the lounge this year was a relaxing place
to escape the tress of life.

Ted and Christina sleep senior stress away in the lounge.

Nadia hangs with the freshmen guys.

Rosa does his homework?

Halloween fun in the lounge!

Trial in the North Attic
Murder and mayhem. Prejudice and hate.
These were all elements of this year's Fall
Production Twelve Angry Jurors. The story
revolved around the trial of a young boy
accused of stabbing his father. All the jurors,
except for one (Ranjit Bhagwat) were convinced of the boy's guilt. Through the course
of the deliberations, and as a result of reenactments of the crime, jurors changed their
opinions. It becomes a tense showdown
between the two sides, as three of the jurors
(Susan Rempe, David Zych, and Zach
Hensley) refuse to see the 'reasonable
doubt' in the case. In the end, the jury
reaches a unanimous decision that the boy
is innocent. The other jurors were played by
Lee Rawles, Lorcan Murphy, Anand
Sarwate, Lydia Wraight, Carolyn Leap,
Alison Left, Maryam Togharee, and Kathleen
Johnson-Winston. The show was definitely
worthy of a Tony nomination.

Josh Newport passes judgement.

Susan stabs Lorcan just to prove her
point.

David and Lydia hold Zach back as he attacks Ranjit.

The cast rests after reviewing evidence.

Alison watches as Lee tells her story.

Devils, Dates, and Birdseed
A combination of short plays made up
student production, Mixed Platter, this year.
The Gypsy Switch, written by alum James
Johnson, was the story of five teenagers in
the woods. At midnight the audience learns
that lmran Rashid has brought his girlfriend,
Jen Chen, with him to sacrifice, so that
Ranjit Bhagwat's devil-like character can
take over her soul. Also in the woods are
Maryam Togharee, Matt Modica, and
Alexandra Tipei. Feeding the Birds was an
absurd sketch written by Anand Sarwate,
and directed by Dan Beedy. In it, Lee
Rawles and Paul Grayson meet up with
mimes Molly Kaput and Priya Monrad. Sure
Thing gave Ranjit Bhagwat repeated
chances to pick up Alison Left in a restaurant. Left directed this piece written by
David lves. There were also musical acts.

The jazzy cats: Tyson, Ranjit, and George.

Ranjit and Alison- awed by each other's love.

The crew clockwise from
lower left: Ursula, Nicole, Karl,
Micheal, and Christine.
II',
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Agora Days
Rock Uni High
Once again, Uni High's annual Agora Days made an appearance,
displaying the many unique talents held by Uni students and faculty.
Classes this year ranged from the" Feel Good Class" taught by senior
Kathleen Winston-Johnson to harmonica classes. Students took
advantage of the week-long break to explore and learn abouts
subjects that would otherwise not be taught in school. Overall, Agora
Days scored high in the ranks of school activities held throughout the
year. Junior Sarah Barclay said," It was not only fun and interesting,
but I learned a lot!!"
Above Right: Students jam in the hallway Right: Junior
Amanda Smelzter
shows off the new
team jersey and her
perfect bumping
form Far Right:
Subbie
Tyson
Masar and Junior
Chris Tsay team up
for a tune in a
Chamner music
class Below:Uni
Students learn how
to ward off would-be
defenders in a selfdefense class
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Spirit Week Heightens School Unity
Spirit Week, in it's ophomore year, started with a bang. Students got to miss first period to attend a pep
rally, in which cla es got to show off their class cheers. Senior Chris Gorski added more excitement by
inging "It Had to be You" by himself for the entire student body and faculty. Throughout the week in
November, the girls' basketball team had their "Pack the Place" game, music blared throughout the hallways, and Uni student participated in the various theme days. Such theme days included, school colors,
cla s color , and twin day. Spirit Week helped lift the unity and morale of the school according to junior
Jeff Kang, "I like Spirit Week. It's something to look forward to each year."
~-----------------------.

Far Left: Senior Chris Gorski gets
his chance , "It had to be you ... "
Left: Roberts and Hellyer: "Double,
double your enjoyment with
double/mint gum" Bottom: Liz and
Kirsten get pysched for another
AMAZING Spirit Week!!!

Oh yes, a packed house throws out another rhyme:"Uh, ungawa, Uni's got the powah!"

·~
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Dances
Dances were a little different from years past, with two new dances tarted this year. There was a al a dance
that was used as a fundraiser for the Spanish Club trip to Mexico. There was al o a brand new dance just for
subbies, where they had some bonding time and a lot of fun. "The subbie dance gave us opportunity to get to
know each other better," said subfreshman Duane Linton. At regular, all school dance , the classes in highest
attendance were the underclassmen, as has been the case in pa t years. The Winter Formal wa held at the Levi
Center, and was well organized. The King and Queen this year were JeffKang and Gozen Ba ar. Overall, there
was a good impression of this year's dances. "I have never had as much fun at Uni dances a I've had this year.
They rocked," summed up Junior Nadia Reynolds.

Right: Sam,
Allison, Katie,
and the gang get
down at the
dance. Above
right: Nick makes
a sculpture out of
Jennifer. Above:
Matt embraces
the sombrero
look at the Salsa
dance.

,,,
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Grossman teaches the subbies how to OJ correctly.

Above: Chandra and Bridget get dressed up
for Halloween. Above left: Underclassmen
hang at the Winter Formal. Right: Rosa gets
brownie points with Dr. Roberts at the salsa
dance.

Have Your Say

Organizations
Clubs abounded again this

•

•

year at Uni. There seemed
to be a club to cater to
everyone's interests. New
Ultimate Frisbee, Juggling

learn more about

Multi Ethnic Club. Students
took extra time, many of
them giving up their lunch
hours, to enrich their minds
and improve their world.

.,,

They let us express
our diversity and

Latin Club, Students for a
Better World, and Uni 's

·~~

important part of Uni.

clubs such as Football,
and Ham Radio, joined the
long standing clubs like

14

"Clubs are a vital and

each other"
-Dan Tucker, junior

Clockwise from above: If a gymnastics club existed, Jenny and Alan would be the stars; Sumon,
Alex, Mrs. Upah-Bant and Mr. Grames meet for a
SFAC meeting; Paul has learned a lot from juggling
club; Betsy and Melissa clean the halls for S4BW.
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Student Council
TheStudentColllldlernbarkedinanevvdirectionthisyeanmdertheleadershipofpresidentDarnian
MarshallTheySJX)nsorrrlmanyeventsindudingspiritweekandtheperennialHowdyHopthisyear
entitledthe "FeelGood Dance".SubbiejenniferChensaid, "It'sreallycool."StudentCoundlalso
ammgedthesubbieretreat,tohelpthesubbie;gettoknowoneanother.

Exec. Stud. Co. Anita Rajeswaren-SFAC, Damian Marshall-Pres. , Bridget
Rogers-Rep. , Christina Garcia-Par/. , Joy Vokac-Sec./Treas. SponsorsDean Davis-Smith, Bill Sutton

Senior- Anne-Marie Cziko-Rep. , James Auler-Pres. ,
Katie Braden-Sec./Treas.

Freshmen-Cyndra Lattimore-Pres., Sammy SohnSect.!Treas. , Philippa Soskin-Rep.

Subfreshmen-Jennifer Chen-Pres. , Sarah Medendorp-Rep. ,
Ginny Tucker-Sec./Treas.

16
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Sophomore-SelinSong-Pres .,
Molly Kaput-Rep. , Peter KimSec./Treas.

Juniors-Zack Hensley Pres., Ranjit
Bagwat-Rep., Hadas Ritz-Sec./Treas.

Student
Faculty
Advisory
Committee
(SFAC)
(L-R) Suman Dasgupta, Alex
Tarr, Marylin Upah Bant, Joel
Grames. Not pictured:
Adam Reynolds, Matthew
McClintock.

Student Faculty Ad vi ory Committee (SFAC) meets Fridays at lunch. They
have been di cu ing the important topics of the school, including the rise
in theft at Uni. There i one representative from each class. The ubbie rep
wa Alex Tarr, the fro h rep was Sumon Dasgupta, and the sophomore rep
wa Adam Reynold , who wa also the chair of SFAC. The junior representative Anand Sarwate resigned early in the year, and wasn't replaced. The
enior rep was Matt McClintock. The admini trative rep was Mr. Joel
Crame and the faculty member were Mr. David Stone, Ms. Audrey Wells,
and Mr . Marilyn U pah Bant.

Agora Days
Committtee
With help from new
members Rupu Malhotra,
Paul Grayson, and Asad
Husain, the Agora Days
Committee did a great job
of getting outline deadlines out early, and organizing the classes with the
easy-to-use computers.
As usual, students signed
up for classes ranging
from movie watching to
sports to cooking. Fun
was had by all. Great job
guys!

(L-R, T-8) Rosemary Laughlin, Roopali Malhotra, Samantha Sutton, Richard
Lin, Paul Grayson, Asad Husain.

Gargoyle

Gargoyle Class Staff: (top to bottom, left to right) Noura Sharabash, James Ho, Rebecca Rich, Selin Song , Maryam
Toghraee, Tommy Craggs, Dave Porreca, Peter Saunders, Peter Kim, Daniel Kingery, Anita Rajeswaren, Samantha
Sutton. Not pictured: Dan Murphy, Steve Nafziger.

Gargoyle Non-Class Staff: ( top to bottom, 1-r) Samantha Sutton, Richard Lin,
Rachel Reingold, Benjamin Brothers, Lydia Wraight, Christine Manganaro, Nadia
Reynolds, Yunny Kim, Noura Sharabash, Gozen Basar, Alison Left.

,,.,
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This year Gargoyle was led
by enior editor Noura
Sharabash and Samantha
Sutton. David Porreca was
the new advi or replacing
Mike Smeltzer from last year.
The Gargoyle's topics ranged
from chool politics to
re taurant review and required elaborate work on the
part of the editor a well as
the whole taff. The journalism cla s wa much smaller
than previous year therefore
everyone had to put in a little
extra effort. Overall, as
Samantha Sutton put it,
"Everything went A-OK!"

Yearbook
This year the yearbook
class was once again
under the leadership of
Mike Smeltzer along with
new junior editors
Audrey Wen and Sarah
Barclay. There were
many changes this year
which made work a lot
easier. Improvements
included a new printer,
slide and print scanners,
and seven new computers. The staff did well
despite the loss of many
experienced writers from
last year. Mr. Smeltzer
Yearbook Staff: (top to bottom, 1-r) Mike Smeltzer, Dan Tucker, Ted Ulen, Gene was a great help to the
Sverdlov, Amanda Smeltzer, Jeff Kang, Steve Nafziger, Jennifer Luth, Sarah mostly new crew and as a
Barclay, Matt Cho, Gozen Basar, Chandra Linton, Alison Left, Audrey Wen, Matt result things went as
Modica, Balazs Bognar.
smoothly as possible.

Thomas helps Jeff reach a critical
deadline.

Ted gets caught surfing the internet.

Mr. Smeltzer pretends to be a student
for a change.
The Yearbook staff hard at work.

,,.,

Elections
Committee
With the combined forces of veteran
vote-counter Audrey Wen and rookie
Jeff Kang, elections ran smoothly.
They dealt with the elections of Student Council representatives and
Student/Faculty Advisory Committee
(SFAC) elections. They took care of
run-offs in the event of ties. Overall, it
was an extremely exciting year.

Audrey Wen and Jeff Kang like to count votes! They do. They really do.

Ham Radio Club:
Brand New

Ham Radio Club hams it up (I tor) :Piotr Misztal, Brandon Bowersox,
Asad Husain Colin Kennedy, Sponsor Greg Smith

It wa the fir t year for the Amateur Ham
Radio Club. Led by ponsor Greg Smith,
the club met weekly to di cuss plan to put
together a bulletin board over the radio to
announce activities for the ChampaignUrbana Ham Radio Hobby Committee.
According to junior Brandon Bowersox,
the club also plans to participate in conte t
through Cynton, the U of I Radio Club. To
sum it up, Brandon aid the club was, "Just
lots of fun. "

Math Team
Math Team divided into five separate team this year.
Mr. Bild coached the Mathcounts Team which met on
Thursdays at lunch. The other four teams are: Algebra
Team sponsored by Mrs. Jockusch, Geometry Team
sponsored by Ms. Hermann, Pre-Calc Team sponsored
by Ms. Castellon, and Calculator Team sponsored by
Mr. Grathoff. All five teams are geared up for different contests including the AJHSME and Mathcounts
which are for subfreshmen, and the AHSME and
ICTM which are for high school students.
Front row (L -R) Cynthia Chiang, Sride vi Jampala, Julie
Kaufman. Back row (L-R) Amanda Smeltzer, Rupu
Malhotra, Jeff Kang, Asad Husain, Brandon Bowersox.

,,,,
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Unique

(1st row 1-r) Thomas Schrepfer, Alison Leff, Kathleen Johnson (2nd row 1r) Melissa Wei, Juliane Kuch, Daniel Kingery, Suzie Frankie, Zewde
Demisse, Shwaytu Kukreti, Hsin Chang, Zhenya Tumanova (3rd row 1-r)
Jenny Luth, Anna Bail, Chandra Linton, Lisa Novak, Nadia Reynolds, Sam
Sutton, Sri Jampala, Anita Rajeswaren, Laura Koritz, Emily Brothers (back)
Anand Sarwate.

Unique, Uni High's literary
magazine, was led by senior
editors Kathleen Johnson-Winston and Alison Leff and backed
up by the help of assistants Anand
Sarwate and Carolyn Leap.
Unique focused on getting submissions from upperclassmen to
show more diversity in the magazine. The club discussed plans to
include a color section and hopefully release two issues per year,
but these additions were still in
the works and may not be carried
out until next year. Alison
summed it up saying, " It's a
great way of displaying talent
among students."

Footbag Club
The newly founded footbag club
was started by Junior Daniel
Kolchinsky. The club met W ednesdays after school on non-PASS
days in the South Attic. They could
often be seen in the hallways
during free periods hacking away.
To add more excitement,
Kolchinsky and Dan Beedy designed t-shirts for the club. Overall,
Kolchnsky said, " the club is just
for crazy footbaggers !"
Above: (1-r)
Daniel Kolchinsky,
Jon Lansing,
Brendan HannaHolloway, George
Weisiger, Balazs,
Bognar, Dan Beedy,
Matt Walczewski,
Richard Lin.
Left: (1-r)
Dan and Balazs
hack through
second period.

'"·
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Students for a Better World Help Out
This year students for a better world had their hand full of thing to do. Under the dynamic
leadership of Junior Shawn DeLaMar and Sophomore Selin Song the club pro pered. Spon oring
a young girl from the Phillipines, a year long toy drive, helping children in crisis situations by
buying toys, and helping Habitat for Humanitie were ju t a few of the many things that the
dedicated members of S4BW did to make this a better world for all of u .

(L-R, T-B)Asad Husain, Shawn De LaMar, Richard Lin, Selin Song, Ted Ulen, Balazs Bognar, Kirsten
Melby Thompson, Gill Fleischer, Molly Kaput, Emily Brothers, Nadia Reynolds, Katie Nelson, Amanda
Smeltzer, Dan Kingery, Sam Sutton, Gozen Basar, Chandra Linton, Anna Skorupa, Laura Koritz, Vivian
Rajeswaren, Becky Sweringen, Amy Coombe, Julie Kaufman, Rupu Malhotra, Katie Braden, Anne-Marie
Cziko, Bridget Rogers, Alison Left, Steve Nafziger, Ursula Wagner, Christine Manganero

Chess Club
Makes the Move
Chess club practiced every
Tuesday for their meet at
Urbana on Thursday ' s and their
regional meets on Saturday's.
The club was sponsored by Mr.
Butler and Mr. Bild, with Alex
Krasavin as president. Seniors
Piotr Misztal and Alex
Krasavin led the team. At the
end of the year, the Chess Club
will participate in the state
tournament.
L-R: Chess Club members Kavi Gael, Nate Matthews, Vijay Rajesgopal,
Sameer Malhotra

22
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Lounge
Committee
Regulates
Lounge
Under the leadership of
Daniel Murphy, the lounge
committee tried to keep the
lounge cool but clean.
Finding furniture and
tereo equipment were the
main goals. This year they
had to close down the
lounge so they could paint
over the graffiti that had
accumulated on the wall .
They also sponsored theme
days in the lounge to make
things more exciting.
(L-R, T-8) Chandra Linton, Nadia Reynolds, Gozen Basar, Steve Nafziger, Ted Ulen,
Dan Murphy, Amy Coombe, Jeff Kang, Anne-Marie Cziko, Tommy Craggs.

Thespians
Break a Leg
Thespian Troupe #5152
accomplished a lot this
year. The officers were
Alison Leff, Lydia
Wraight, Carolyn Leap,
and Anand Sarwate.
Adding new inductees to
their numbers in both the
Fall and Spring, the club
organized bakesales for
U ni production intermissions, attended TALENT
(a regional Thespian
leader hip conference),
and the Illinois Theater
Festival. They also held
their annual Thespian
awards at the end of the
L-R (back row) Lorcan Murphy, Ursula Wagner, Anand Sarwate, Zach Hensley, Carolyn
Leap, Ms. Ridenour, (front row) Alison Left, Lydia Wriaght, Susan Rempe

year.
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Chorus Sings Sweetly

4th
Hour
Chorus
Chorus, unlike years past, was split into two more equal groups. Both
containing around thirty-five to forty students. The groups met fourth
and fifth hours every other day. Chorus performed a Winter concert late
in january at the Urbana Civic Center which was greatly enjoyed by both
the audience and the performers. A second concert and a trip to Chicago
were planned for some time in the spring. Chorus was enjoyed by all
singers this year. In the words of one junior, "Chorus is really fun and I
love to go sing."

5th
Hour
Chorus

Orchestra Plays Away

Crystal fiddles around.

Thayer finely fingers her fiddle.

Tyson and
Chris work
on basic
bass.

Nell, Christene, and Rupi act really exicted about orchestra.

Rick Murphy led the orchestra again in
his fifteenth year at Uni. They performed
with the chorus group at the winter
concert and are planning a spring show
also. There was a strong group of underclassmen in the orchestra this year to
replace many of the senior leaders who
graduated la t spring. In the words of one
subbie, "Orchestra is big fun, and we
play pretty well too."

8th hour orchestra
t'•
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Latin Club
Sponsored by Frances
Newman and led by Brandon
Bowersox, Derek Wade,
N oura Sharabash and Zach
Hensley, Latin Club had
many exciting events, such as
the annual chariot race at
Kenney Gym. Latin Club
exhibited an exciting new
shirt, complete with an image
of a fresco and a mosaic. In
the Spring, the Club hosted
an authentic Roman banquet
for those studying Latin.

Latin Club (t-b, 1-r): Noura Sharabash, Ben Brothers, Alex Krasavin, Matt Bandy,
Ajit Chary, Jim Hurst, Lori Cooper, Zach Hensley, Brandon Bowersox, Elliot Ramos,
Sponsor Mrs. Newman, Bryan Lung, Crystal Zych, Derek Wade. (Member but not
pictured: Natalie Lawrence.)

Russian Club

Russian Club ( t-b,l-r): Meredith Main, Erin Trauth, Jane Tumanova, Nick Pelafas,
Karl Gruschow, Katie Nelson, Carolyn Leap, Lisa Novak, Hadas Ritz, David Zych,
Mara Bandy, Phillipa Soskin, Katie Schrepfer, Sponsor Masha Wolkanowski,
Ursula Wagner, Helen Estabrook, Pari Zutshi, Anna Bial, Rebecca Bartlett, Matt
Croisant, Adam Reynolds, Jaclyn Peek.

Prevet! Rus ian Club had
another busy year thi year.
Lead by Pre ident Hadas
Ritz, Ru sian Club organized
both pizza and donut sale .
AI o they planned a trip to a
Rus ian re taurant in Chicago and Ma lenitsa (the
Russain Butter Fe tival)
where they present ong ,
kits and serve food. The club
pent their Monday meetings
tudying Ru sian culture and
ongs, drawing members who
weren' t even taking Ru ian!

French Club
This year French Club was
headed by senior president
Anne-Marie Cziko and senior
vice-president Bridget
Rogers. Katie Braden served
as a treasurer. French Club
organized bake sales and sold
traditional French candy to
raise money for a po sible
trip to France during Spring
Break. Overall, French Club
enjoyed another great year.
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(Standing 1-r) Dan Kolchinsky, Thayer Preece, Kara Eubanks, Sam
Sutton, Dan Grossman, Anne-Marie Cziko, Jeff Kang, Matt Cho,
Gozen Basar, Ariel Zodhiates, Amy Coombe, Asad Husain, Sponsor
Mrs. Lopez, (seated 1-r) Shannon Parmer, Gene Sverdlov, Thomas
Schrepfer, Bridget Rogers, Katie Braden, Claire Henson.

German Club
German Club continued to
flourish this year. Herr W
continued to be a jovial sponsor. The Jenny Luth was
president, Anita Rajeswaren
was vice president, Audrey
Wen was secretary, and Nadia
Reynolds was treasurer. They
made mouths happy with their
Black Forest cake sale, and
German Club (t-b, 1-r): Dan Kingery, Jen Luth, Roopali Malhotra, Jon Lansing, Anita
were delighted with the presRajeswaren, Sponsor Herr W., Christine Manganaro, Rob Mills, Colin Kennedy,
of Mr. Grathoff, who is
ence
Amy Trefzger, Becky Swearingen, Julie Kaufman, Jane Tumanova, Emily Brothers,
Vivian Rajeswaren, Nadia Reynolds.
fluent in German.

Spanish Club
Spanish Club, a new addition
to Uni's list of extracurricular
activities this year. Led by
sponsor John Paul Spicer, the
club spent first semester
toiling over fund-rai ing for
their Winter trip to Mexico.
Cultural activities included
hosting a night of al a and
merengue dancing. Members
encompassed all tho e in the
Intensive Spanish class
taught by Spicer.

Spanish Club (t-b, 1-r): Sponsor John Paul Spicer, Anne-Marie Cziko, Maryam
Toghraee, Amy Trefzger, Lee Rawles, Matt McClintock, Scott Solomon, Yunny
Kim, Christina Garcia, Mason Throneburg, Shannon Parmer, Thayer Preece, Matt
Bandy.

Japan Club
Led by student leaders Ilya
Bakshee, Chandra Linton,
and Amanda Smeltzer, Japan
Club helped the Japanese III
and IV classes make a trip to
Japan possible. During
meetings, they watched
Japanese videos, played
Japanese games, and did
Japanese everything.
Japan Club (1-r, t-b): Chris Hutchens, Ryan Stoia, Pedro DeRose, 1/ya Bakshee,
Shannon Wright, Shawn DeLaMar, Amanda Smeltzer, Jeff Kang, Chandra Linton,
Katie Geeseman, Joseph Smarr, Lian Alan, Michael Baym, Duane Linton, Vilas
Dhar.
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Asian
American Club
Asian-American Club had
another sucessful year led by
co-presidents, Richard Lin,
Asad Husain and secretary/
treasurer Rupu Malholtra.
Activities this year included
the UMEC fair and weekly
Members ( t-b, 1-r )-Audrey Wells, Richard Lin, Jeff Kang, Asad
disscussions on Asian- Husain, Tommy Craggs, John Liaw, Matt Cho, Christine Hsieh,
American culture. Rupu Malhotra.

African
American
Awareness
Club
Led by president Kathleen
Johnson-Winston AAAC
met weekly to discu topic
such as school life and
occasionally met with other
tudent from other chool .
Members ( 1-r )-Zewde Demisse, Cyndra Lattimore, Nikkia Squires, Phil
Rowell, Charles Terry, Kathleen Johnson-Winston.

Uni Multi-

Ethnic Club
(UMEC)
This year's student leader
Hanady Sharabash led MultiEthnic Club with many activitie and weekly discussions.
Activities this year included a
trip to the UMEC fair.
Members ( 1-r, t-b )-Alex Sapoznik,
Ursula Wagner, Jane Tumanova,
Asad Husain, Handy Sharabash,
Shwayta Kukreti, Rupu Malholtra,
Richard Lin, Ajit Chary, Julie
Kaufman, Scott Solomon, Sridevi
Jampala.
111 1
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Islam Club
Student leaders, Hanady
Sharabash as president, Asad
Husain as vice-president,
Hanan Jassimand Roaa AlHeeti as secretary, and Irnran
Rashid as treasurer planned
the events for Islam Club this
year.
Members ( 1-r )-Roaa AI-Heeti, Hanady Sharabash, Hanan Jassim, Asad
Husain, lmran Rashid.

Madrigals
Uni High Madrigal came
into the year with a
record-breaking 27
members, With lots of
new voice Rick Murphy
led them through a hectic
year. They sang at several
private partie and function , e pecially near
Christma time, and they
entertained for young and
old with smiling faces.
They met weekly on
Thursday , in the acoustically ound South Attic.

Members ( 1-r, t-b)-Lydia Wraight, Phillipa Soskin, Ted Ulen, Megan Murphy,
Claire Henson, Ajit Charey, Matthew Thomas, Gozen Basar, Zach Hensley,
Samantha Sutton, Thayer Preece, Daniel Grossman, Selin Song, Katie
Geeseman, Amy Coombe, Susan Rempe, Carolyn Leap, Chris Tsay, Erin
Trauth, Jeff Kang, Katie Braden, Balazs Bognar, Jonathan Wachtel, David
Zych and David Smyth.

Chemistry Club
During lunch on each Tuesday of
the week, students gathered in
the chemistry lab under the
leadership of Joseph Smarr.
They watched Mr. Bergandine
conduct everal experiments and
performed some themselves.
During meetings they al o had
brief discu sions and to their
satisfaction, many questions were
answered. It was their first year
as a club.
Members (1-r)-Ju/ie Kaufman, Sridevi Jampala, Cynthia Chiang, Andrew Sefranek,
Jane Tumanova, Michael Baym, Shwayta Kukreti, Thomas A ref, Joseph Smarr,
Richard Lin, Mr. Bergandine.
~ .
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Running
Club
This was the fourth year for Running
Club. They met on Tuesdays and
Thursdays before school and on
Wednesdays after school. The
Running Club was lead by Asad
Hussein and Hanan Jas im. The club
hovered around six people as the
year progressed but the numbers
went down as the cross-country and
track seasons approached. The club
was sponsored by Dave Bergandine,
who usually took part in the healthy
excercise. Everyone had fun and as
Dave Bergandine aid, "It'll be even
better next year!"

Left to right, top to bottom:Paul Herendeen, Alex Sansone, Christine
Manganaro, Andrew Medendorp, Asad Husain, Peter Saunders, Christian
Suloway, Brendan Hanna-Holloway, Peter Ambrose, Matt McClintock,
Thomas Schrepfer, Aaron Rosa. Balazs Bognar (ryot pictured.)

Prayer
Club
Under the guidance of
Matt Thoma , the U ni
High Christian Prayer
Group met on Monday to pray and to
discuss variou theological question . The
group, con i ting of 5
or 6 core members,
focu ed on Bible study
Left to right, top to bottom: Sarah Medendorp, Bill Sutton, Matt and di cus ion in
addition to prayer.
Thomas, Nate Mathews, Adriana Lau

Tennis Club
This year Tennis Club took over the courts.
once again. It met on Thursdays and was
guided by co-pre idents Ted Ulen and
Gene Sverdlov. The members generally
had fun, except for when it rained, and
entered a couple of tournaments. The
highlight of the year was the two and a half
hour showdown between our number one
and number two players, Gene Sverdlov
and Ted Ulen. The club recruited more
members but the numbers went down this
year. Still, everyone agreed it was a great
year.
30
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Left to right: Peter uEpa" Saunders, Ted Ulen, Gene Sverdlov, Matt
McClintock

The Frisbee Club Throws Frisbees
The Frisbee Club was headed this year by
senior Alex Krasavin. They convened at the
Uni field, weather permitting, and flaunted
their disk throwing skills. Junior member
Mason Throneburg admitted that he found
himself ""squirming and twitching" during
his fourth hour class, for he knew that
Frisbee Club was next. Many members of the
club were proud to say that they made several
improvements in their technique and style.
These were the types of results that the club
wanted to see, but most of all, they just
wanted to have fun. This was the club's
Members (1-r, t-b): Paul Herendeen, Brendan Hannah- inaugural year, and they hope that their
Holloway, Usama Hajj, Dan Beedy, Thomas Schrepfer, Jeff
Kang, Paul Grayson, Karl Gruschow, Zach Hensley, Alex success will continue and spread to future
generations to come.
Krasavin, Mason Throneburg and Anand Sarwate.

Juggling Club Has a Ball
The Juggling club was another new
organization coming into the year,
sponsored by the talented Karen Hellyer.
·Freshman Katie Sutton headed the
meetings and made sure that there were
enough materials to juggle. The club met
every Tuesday in the colorful Uni
Gymnasium, and they welcomed anyone
who was interested. The group tossed
around everything from paper clips to
soccer balls. " I love to juggle, it is the
greatest way to relax", commented
junior member Paul Grayson.

Members (left to right): Nicholas Pelefas, Phillpa Soskin, Katie
Sutton, Natalie Ceperley, Karen Hellyer, Christian Sulloway and
Paul Grayson.

Football Club Gets Down and Dirty
At just about every lunch
hour on the U ni high
playing field, the Football
Club gathered together to
grind it out for thirty
minutes. Under the keen
eye of Mr. Sutton, who
often served as back up
quarterback, they split up
into even squads and
trotted up and down the
field. The club was led by
seniors Dan Beedy, Jim
Members(l-r, t-b) :James Ho, Dan Beedy, Richard Lin, Ben Brothers, Matt Hurst, James Ho, Derek
Bandy, James Hurst, Mr. Sutton, Alex Sanstone, Adam Terando, Aaron Wade and Ben Brothers.
Rosa, Derek Wade, Lorcan Murphy, Hormozd Gahvari.
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Susan, Thayer, and Bridget decide they are going retro

. Jeff shoots his wad in the hall
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EZ Christian! You got skill boy!

Trying to runaway, Bob?

Senior sits alone .... quiet, sad, spread out

Shannon is so very artistic!

Priya and Tara just eating their lunches

top right- the posse plays music for spirit week.
top left - Hadas is in love with her rubber duckie.
bottom left - Lydia scrounges for some money.
bottom right - Fun in the couseling office.
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Speaking of Sports

Sports
Boys' cross-country ran
themselves to a third place
finish at the State finals. Girls'
basketballfinished with a winning seasonforthefirsttime in
five years. Uni also saw the

'

emergance of two new sports:
girls' volleyball, which opened
with an amazing win vs.
Urbana, and boys' baseball,
which displayed not only a
large squad, but also much
talent. But there is much more
to be said about Uni sports....

" This past year, the support and attention that the
sports teams at Uni High
have gotten, has been
extraordinary.
The attention from the
local community has
been overwhelming. The
newspaper and local television stations have finally begun to take notice of our improving
sports teams. "
-Amanda Smeltzer,
junior, News Gazette All
Area second team

•
Left: Freshman Liz Pollock drives on a weakling with black
shoes Below: Sophomore Ursula Wagner makes others
eat her wake

Left: Senior Pete Saunders makes a move on a Chrisman
defender Above: boys cross-country team bathes in the glory of
a third place finish at State with coaches Bonnie Moxley and
Doug Mynatt
"•·
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Boys Soccer: A New Era
Brothers Phil and Georg Grathoff heroically stepped in at the last minute to lead the boys
junior varsity and varsity teams, respectively. "Our team felt they played well as a unit, but
due to our lack of experience, we did not have much success", commented co-captain Steven
Nafziger. Part of the lack of success was the loss of starting goalie Aaron Rosa in the beginning of the season, but fellow junior Thomas Schrepfer "slipped in quite nicely" said senior
Ted Ulen. High points of the eason included narrow one goal los e to Big 12 conference
powerhouse Urbana and Central Illinois Soccer Conference champ Decatur St. Teresa. They
ended their season with a valiant effort against Mahomet Seymour in the regional match, the
final score 2-1. Senior captains Ted Ulen and Steve Nafziger proudly represented U ni High
in the Central Illinois Senior All-Star game in Mount Zion.
top row (I tor): Jeff Kang, Joe
Sapp, Gillian Fleischer, Rob
Broadbent, Jason Bant, John
Fahrner, Matt Walczewski, Nils
Christianson, Peter Saunders.
middle row: Gene Sverdlov,
James Auler, Pedro DeRose,
Sammy Sohn, Luke
Walczewski, Chris Lamb, Jon
Lansing, Christine Manganaro,
Alan Kluegal, Dan Finnerty,
Steve Nafziger. bottom row:
Thomas Schrepfer, Ted Ulen,
Coach Georg Grathoff, Peter
Kim, Jason Kimball, lmran
Rashid, Audrey Miller, Sumon
Dasgupta, Coach Phil Grathoff

Above: Jon defends the ball vs. Urbana
Right: Steve salsas with Charleston
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Upper left: Ted
sweeps while
Sammy looks on.
Upper right:
Urbana 's Buzz
Johnson looks to
kick Suman, not
the ball.
Middle left: James
steals the ball
away from a slow
Urbana opponent.
Middle right: Steve
faces the opposition.
Left: Jeff and his
shadows take
control.

Girls' Swimming
This year's swimming record did not reflect the talent and spirit of the team. Although they only won one meet,
vs. Charleston, there was a phenomenal amount of improvement. Yet again, swimmer per evered through little
leep from the daily 5:30am practices. There wa much more effort to be a team this year, resulting in everal
team breakfasts and dinners, a tie-dying ession at Coach Al Ledgin' house, and a trip to the boys' tate cro
country meet in Peoria, n. As swimmer Chandra Linton put it," It wa the most fun season I've ever had!" At
Sectionals, many individual goals were reached, providing a po itive end to the ea on.

Above: swimmers
warm up at Centennial HS. Above right:
(t-b, 1-r): Nicole
Vernon, Gozen
Basar, Claire
Henson, Chandra
Linton, Bridget
Rogers, Katie
Braden, Coach AI
Ledgin, Lori Cooper,
Ursula Wagner,
Sarah Dunn, Natalie
Ceperley, Phillipa
Soskin, Amara Lisy,
Amy Coombe,
Eugenia Tumanova
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Above: Katie breaks the surface for
a breath. Above right: Bridget pulls,
kicks, breaths, and glides. Right:
Chandra prepares for backstroke

Above left: swimmers
leave their mark
Left: Chandra, Gozen,
Amy, Bridget, and Katie
celebrate a victory
Bottom left: Uni relay
team exchanges
Bottom right: Bridget flies
into the water
Below: Swimmers battle
through the breastroke

UMV£RSITY H.S.
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Boys' Cross Country Team
has Record Season
Fun-loving. Cohesive. Hardworking. These word sum up the boys '
cross country team. This year they advanced to the state meet after an
exceptional season. As Senior Damian Marshall said, "[The year]
started with a bang and ended with a bang." After losing freshman Jeff
Helfrich to injuries, the team still managed to win most of their meets ,
allowing the top seven runners to advance to the state meet. There, they
raced to the number three spot in the Class A division, the highe t Uni
finish ever. Damian Marshall placed eleventh and advanced to all-state.
Junior Andrew Medendorp, freshman Matt Wilhelm, and seniors Dan
Cranston, Balazs Bognar, Chris Gorski and Matt McClintock also ran
their hardest to secure the team's third place finish.

Gorski races past the crowd.

Above: Christian passes an
opponent. Below: Balazs,
Christian, and Matt grin as
Damian, Chris, Matt, and
Dan accept the state trophy.

(1-r, t-b): Cross Country varsity runners Jeff Helfrich, Andrew Medendorp, Dan
Cranston, Adam Reynolds, Chris Gorski, Matt Wilhelm, Damian Marshall, Matt
McClintock, and Paul Herendeen.

Damain relaxes after the state meet.
40
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(1-r, t-b) : Matt Thomas, Paul Grayson, Dan Cranston, Damian Marshall, Chris Gorski, Paul Herendeen, Adam
Reynolds, Evan Smith, Alex Sansone, Charles Terry, Chad Foxglove, Andrew Medendorp, Matt Wilhelm, Matt
McClintock, Brendan Hanna-Holloway, Peter Ambrose, Christian Suloway, Nate Mathews, Asad Husain, Balazs
Bognar, Derek Wade, Jeff Helfrich, Steve Tymonko.

Damian tries to pass another runner.

Gorski and Adam pack at an early meet.

..~
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Girls' Cross Country Runs Again
Although they did not place in
any invitationals during the season
the Girls' Cross Country team
reached goals they had set for
themselves. Individually the girl's
races were more consistent. They
picked each other up and worked
as a team.

A highpoint of the season
was at regionals, where the
team placed 3rd, with only 17
points between themselves and
Mahomet. At sectionals the
team placed 12th. Although
they didn't make state this was
a definite improvement over the

previou year.
By the end of the season they
were running together and
keeping each other going. The
team has high hopes for next
year, with four trong returning
runners.

From left to right: Anita Vanka, Ariel Zodhiates, Anne-Marie Cziko, Emily Brothers, Christina
Garcia, Rebecca Tabb, Shawn DeLaMar, Hanady Sharabash, and Hanan Jassim.

Anne-Marie runs in
her last season.

Hanan bundles up as she runs.
Freshman Hanan Jassim and Sophomore Emily Brothers brave the
39 degree weather and early morning sleepiness as they run at
regionals.
42 -~

Left: Christina Garcia and Hanady Sharabash run
fast as coaches Bonnie and Doug cheer them on.
Above: Hanady and Emily try to stay warm.

Left: Shawn toughs out the end of a race. Above: Anne-Marie shows off her pretty
blue and white gloves and her team spirit.

Uni runners Anne-Marie Cziko, Anita Vanka, Hanan Jassim, and Emily Brothers take off at the beginning of a race.
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Volleyball Begins with a Kill
The fir t girl ' volleyball team
in U ni High history took the
court thi year. They were
only a Junior Var ity team,
because they were a fir t year
team. Their record wa 3-4,
not including a tounament at
the end of the sea on. They
beat Urbana High School, and
only lo t a match by 2 points
to Central. The team had a
great year and ended the
ea on with a econd place
finish at the Oakland JV
Above: Left to Right, Top to Bottom: Manager Kathleen Johnson-Winston, Vivian tournament. Everyone had
Rajeswaren, Becky Swearingen, Megan Murphy, Nadia Reynolds, Amanda fun, and they are looking
Smeltzer, Liz Pollock, Amy Trefzger, Sam Sutton, Helen Estabrook, Coach forward to another suce sful
Rebecca Murphy, Kate Tech tow, Katie Schrepfer, Joy Vokac, Molly Kaput, Yunny
ea on next year.
Kim, and Susie Frankie.

Above: Senior Joy
Vokac gracefully and
expertly passes the
volleyball from the
back row.

Above: Amanda Smeltzer skies to block
a spike. Left: The team celebrates after
their first victory against Urbana.

Junior Becky Swearingen sets the ball as Senior Amy Trefzgerprepares to slam it onto the other
side of the court.
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Above: Head Volleyball Coach Rebecca
Murphy talks to the
team about defensive
strategy during a
timeout.

Subbie Sports Have
A Strong Year
Subfreshmen sports had another strong season
according to all the athletes who paticipated. The
boys basketball team, both A and B, combined for a
total of five wins. "It was fun to play with my
friends." said Sean Morales-Doyle. While the boys
finished their season, the girls basketball team
kicked off theirs. Other than basketball, Uni also
had a Subbie Cross Country team. Highlights for the
year included dramatic improvements in all their
times and a tenth place finish for Charles Terry at
the IESA, AA and A, State Meet.
Uni High Subbie Cross Country Team ( l-r )-Ariel
Zodhiates, Charles Terry, and Rebecca Tabb.

Dave Thomas ignores Coach Murphy.

Uni High Subbie Girls Basketball ( l-r, t-b )Allison Heightshoe, Betsy Braden, Beatrice
Burton, Jennifer Meyer, Sarah Medendorp,
Julianne Kuck, Nichole Wleklinski, Rebecca
Tabb, Ginny Tucker.
Far left - Loyal
fans, Betsy
Braden and
Meredith Main,
support Uni
High
sports.
Left- Phil
Rowell intimidates the otht- r
team by showing
what he's going
to do to them.
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J.V. Girls Basketball
The girls junior varsity team had a productive season,
finishing up with a record of 7-12. The coach of this bunch
of basketball players was Julie Christie. The team was lead
by rotating captains, and they played a lot of close games,
which included good wins over Heritage and Chrisman.
They even persevered through injuries to sophomores Gill
Fleischer and Emily Brothers. According to sophomore
Christine Hsieh, the freshman improved a lot and will
definitely help Uni girls basketball in the future.
Clockwise from
right:
Audrey
drives as Nell
looks on, Coach
Julie gives instructions to her
troops, the girls all
attend to their hair,
Amy defends with
a passion, and the
team poses for a
photo.
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J.V. Boys Basketball
Thi year's boys N team was coached by
newcomers Mike Mylinski and JeffYee.
Led by junior point guard Mason
Throneburg and freshman sensation Sammy
Sohn, the N team battled to a 5-13 record
which included two wins over rival Judah
Christian. The freshmen-sophomore portion
of the team also played in a tournament
where they went 0-3 in losing to some very
good teams. The team played well versus
the conference teams, losing to Shlioh and
Oakland in the final minute. The future
looks good for Uni High boys basketball.
Clockwise from top:
The boys JV team
and coaches fill the
frame in the team
photo, AI looks up
in horror as the ball
hovers in mid-air,
Dan Tucker fights
tough for a rebound, Sammy and
Tucker sky for a rebound, and Mason
does a frantic jig,
which resembles
some kind of mating dance.
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Girls' B-ball Has a Winning Season
The Girls' Varsity basketball team
ended the season with a 12-11 record, the
best in years. The team came out strong
this year, and surprised many opponents.
Part of this new team wa the brand panking new uniforms that they wore. The
uniform , with the nice U-H on the horts
got the team psyched and ready to play.
Second year head coach Rebecca
Murphy kicked butt. She stressed working on the fundamentals like passing and
ball control. The practice were varied,
and many new offensive patterns were
taught.

The eaon was mared with injuries.
There wasn't a game or practice that went
by where at least 2 people weren ' t getting
ankle , blisters, or finger taped. Senior
Amy Trefzger mis ed a lot of the ea on
due to a lower back injury. Two team
member hurt their ankle , but played
with air-ca ts . To top all of that off newly
added member Sophomore Jill Flei cher
tore the cartilage in her knee and wa out
for the season.
Despite the injurie there were many
highlight during the ea on. The overtime victory over Rossville -Alvin wa a

nail-bitter for everyone. The team
played great against Heritage, but lost
on ala t econd Heritage shot that went
in at the buzzer. At Armstrong-Potomac
the team recovered from a even point
halftime deficit to win in overtime by
five point .
The ea on wa a great one for the
team. Everyone got along well, and the
season wa capped off with a team lunch
at Papa Del's Pizza. The team will
greatly mi s the four graduating eniors
next year, but nonethele hope to have
a great ea on.

Back row, left to
right: Rebecca
Swearingen, Nadia Reynolds ,
Amanda Smeltzer, Liz Pollock,
Amy Trefzger.
Middle row, left to
right: Coach Merf,
Shawn DeLaMar,
Bridget Rogers,
Amy Coombe ,
Audrey Wen. Bottom row, left to
right: Anne-Marie
Cziko, Christina
Garcia , Megan
Murphy.
Above: Senior
Amy Trefzgerpulls
down a rebound.
Right: Amanda
Smeltzer, Nadia
Reynolds, Liz Pollock,
Bridget
Rogers ,
and
Megan Murphy
play defense like
mugs, not allowing rivals Heritage
to score.
·
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Above: Amanda Smeltzer tips
the ball into the basket. Right:
Christina and Bridget try a new
offensive set: "confuse-the-defense-by-setting-random-picks
on absolutely no one". Meanwhile, the defense bides their
time by striking poses while
lying on the floor.
Left: Senior
Guard/Forward AnneMarie Cziko
makes a ball
fake as she
prepares to
drive around
Nadia's beautiful pick. Both
Coach Murphy
and the team
watch, in awe
of her talent.

Left: Megan Murphy
shoots a baseline
"J" over her opponents. Right: Coach
Merf explains the
pick and roll during
a timeout.

New Coach Triggers
G
•
a roWing Season

Joel Beesley, the new boy's varsity coach,
helped the team to work hard this season and see
things in a good light. The varisty team had a
difficult season with many close losses. The team
and the players improved greatly over the season
playing much better together by the end of the year.
Highlights of the seaon included a last second
victory over Deland-Weldon with a Tommy
Craggs three-pointer. Jeff Kang also helped the
team end Danville Baptist's home winning streak
with some last second free-throws. In the words of
Coach Beesley,"We had a great group of guys this
season and we're going to miss the seniors a lot
but the Juniors are really an up and coming
group."

Above; Tommy Craggs blows by an Oakland
defender; Top right; Coach Beesley guides the team;
Middle right; The students cheer on the team at
senior night; Below; The seniors pose with their
parents before the last home game.
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Far Left; Pete
and a Chrisman
defender play
leap frog; near
left Dan Murphy
lays it in; below
leftJeff takes it
hard to the rack;
Below Matt and
Dan sky up for a
rebound.

Below ; The Boys Varsity Team, back row 1-r Ted
Rounds, Joel Beesley, Tommy Craggs, Dan
!,Murphy, Dan Cranston, Adam Joncich, Peter
Saunders, Matt Mylinski, Jeff Yi, Front Row Derek
Wade, Matt Cho, Aaron Rosa, Jeff Kang, Scott
Solomon, Jon Wachtel, Steve Nafziger, Mason
Throneburg

Right: Shawn
DeLaMar smiles
through the pain
as she ices her
shin splints. Far
Right: Sammy
Sohn skillfully
maneuvers his
way around his
opponent.
Teamate Jon
Lansing waits for
the pass.

Left: Amanda Smeltzer shoots a
baseline jumpshot over her opponent.
Above Top: Damian Marshall runs.
Above Bottom: The Cheerleaders are
back, and they've captured Sally. From
left, top to bottom: Thayer Preece,
Claire Henson, Sam Sutton, Sally,
Allison Left, and Anne-Marie Cziko.
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Alan shoots a "J", aiming for the
non-existent basket.

Junior Nadia Reynolds bumps the
volleyball with perfect form. The
first ever girl's volleyball team
placed third in a conference tournament at Oakland.

Above: Chris
Gorski
proudly displays
the
cross country
team 's 3rd
place state
trophy. Left:
The thrill of
victory, and
the agony of
de-feet.
Above: Amara
dives into the pool,
eager to win the
race. Left: Two of
the girls on the soccer team watch the
action on the field,
enthralled.

Who Says?

Faculty
When they weren't
assigning homework or
teaching in class, the
administrators and teachers
dedicated their time to
making learning and school
interesting. Not only did
they prepare lessons and
try to make students enjoy
and understand their
educations, the faculty
also wrote recommendations for juniors and
seniors, sponsored clubs
and Agora day classes, and
chaperoned dances.

•
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"I think the faculty
of Uni is what makes
us so special. They're
very enthusiastic in
all their classes and
make us as enthusiastic as they are. And
they help to make
learning much more
fun ." -Noura
Sharabash, senior

Below: Mr. Bergandine is busy teaching.
Left: Mr. Sutton wakes Dan from a nap
with a yard stick. Bottom Left: Doug
wanders the halls looking for track recruits. Bottom Right: Mr. Murphy tackles
Zach.

..,
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The Administrators of Uni
Principal Shelly Roberts returned for her econd year at U niver ity High School with her trusty sidekick Joel
Crames. After a year of many changes, Dr. Roberts came back with bigger and better idea . In the academic
department, seven new classes were added including Intensive Spanish, Film Study, U.S. Hi tory Seminar and
Statistics. Also, two new sports, boys baseball and girls volleyball, were added. A far a physical change
go, lockers were moved to the third floor for more space, the computer lab wa upgraded, the yearbook and
Gargoyle office wa given a new Macintosh lab, and air conditioning was put in the tudent lounge. We all owe
Dr. Roberts for giving her energy and approval to these change . Mr. Crame once again took on the tasks of
dealing with the new ubbies and their parents, patrolling the halls, welcoming prospective student to our
hallowed grounds, and consistently working to make Uni High the be t chool it can be.

Or. Roberts takes a break from her administrative duties to
smile for the camera.

Once again, the main office
has done its duties in the service
of Uni High. Randy Mus elman
left early in the year and was
replaced part-time. With Barb
Aschenbrenner and Cathy Eads
manning the battle stations, the
forces of good (U ni High)
thrashed the opposition to keep
its place at the top of the academic heap. These two women
showed unwavering dedication
in placing locker notes, handling
attendance, sending stuff to the
parent , dealing with 285 knowit-all students, and most importantly, keeping smiling faces.

Mr. Grames shows a steely gaze, but with a hint of a smile
and a twinkle in his eye.

Cathy Eads and Barb Ashenbrenner: the real women in power at Uni.

The Counseling Crew
Same wonderful faces, new energy and thrills. That was the story of the counseling office. Lisa
Micele was back to help the juniors and seniors jump into the college process with new tools like
the Peer College Coun eling Program, ExPAND and a computer guidance system to look up
anything from colleges to careers. Lisa was also involved with Project Insight, a career guidance
program. Dean Davis-Smith wa back to help the poor lost subbies, freshmen, and sophomores
discover themselves and the wonders ofUni life. We lost Lori Baker to the Arizona sun in January
and gained Debby Fletcher, but before Lori left, she helped us all with her warm personality and
typing skills. The counseling Dream Team kept on delivering where help was needed most.
Left: The "new" counseling annex is in full
use. In the background
is the annex's ExPAND
computer. Clockwise
from left: Roopali
Malhotra, Dan Murphy,
John Liaw, Rebecca
Swearingen
Bottom: The counseling
posse poses for one last
photo before losing Lori
to sunny Arizona. From
left to right: Lisa Micele,
Dean Davis-Smith, Lori
Baker.
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New Classes
and Teachers
Improve the
English
Department

There were many changes in the English Department this year.
The new film study cour e in the English department was taught
by Mrs. Wells and delighted tudent . The ubfreshmen experienced the joys of a new edition of Impact. Mr . Burns completely
revamped her Engli h cia s to allow Beowulf and Romeo and
Juliet to fit in with Mr. Butler' s unit structure. Ms. Fuller took
a leave of absence fir t erne ter allowing new teacher to take
over her classes. Mr. Zodhiate taught the ophomore English
classes, while Ms. Klein took over the creative writing course.
The junior under Mrs. Laughlin learned Anglo-Saxon and ang
review songs. Mr . Suslick once again changed the senior
Engli h program. Mr. Smeltzer' yearbook class swelled in
numbers over the course of the year and truggled to meet
deadlines. With the help of the new journalism teacher Mr.
Porreca, the Gargoyle continued to be a ucce .

The English Department: Mrs. Burns, Mrs. Suslick, Mrs. Laughlin, Mr. Zodhiates, Ms. Klein, and
Mrs. Wells.

Mr. Porreca stays after class.
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Mr. Smeltzer takes a break from fixing computers.

History
Department
With the introduction of two new teachers and a new
cla s, the history department was hardly recognizable.
Edward Tenace joined the history department teaching
freshmen history cla ses. Amanda Allman, also a new
teacher, taught the new psychology course. Bill Sutton
returned after teaching a year at the University of
Illinois and delighted juniors with American history.
Chris Butler taught freshmen and sophomore history,
introducing the freshmen to the joys of flowcharts.
Barbara Wy ocki reigned as department head as well a
teaching subbie history and social advocacy.

Mr. B. stares down the camera.

Ms. Allman sits in the history office.

Mr. Tenace enjoys his free time before class.

Mr. Sutton returned to Uni after a year away.
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Foreign Languages
The Foreign Language Department
had several changes thi year. The
biggest of these was that Intensive
Spanish, taught by Mr. Spicer was
added. Another new face at Uni was
Mrs. Ito who taught all four sections of
Japane e. She replaced Mr. Thompson
who will return next year.
A new Latin Five unit has been added
which Mrs. Newman i especially
excited about. Herr W. has a whole new
set of books for his German 1-3 classes.
Masha is still teaching all Russian
classes while Madame Lopez is continuing her role as the teacher of French 2
and 4, taking the place of Madame
Arlabo e during her extended medical
leave. Carol Bond, head of the department, is enthu iastic about the changes.
Otherwi e it's business as usual with the
Uni High foreign languages.

Ms. Newman is hard at work.

Masha and her man.

Ito sensei, Would you be
mine ...
,.,
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Juan Pablo, Could you be
mine . . .

Mme. Lopez, Won 't you be
my neighbor?

Math Department
The Math Department had their hands full with a new class and one new teacher. Headed
by the expertise of Carol Castellon, the math department was taken to new heights this year.
Other teachers included Elizabeth Jockusch who taught Calc I, Accelerated Calc I, and
Algebra II; Gene Bild taught Advanced Math and Algebra I; Linda Hermann taught Algebra
I, Geometry, and Accelerated Geometry; newcomer Philip Grathofftaught Geometry; and
la t but not least Carol Castellon taught Calc II/III, and Statistics.
One new elective, Statistics, is being offered to the Juniors and Seniors. Also, the Calc
II/III is being taught this year as aU of I Calculus Mathematica (C&M) course where
students can receive credit from the University in MATH 130, 242, 190, and 285 (optional).
In addition to this, students are eligible to be C&M mentors at the U of I next year, for which
they would get paid.

(above) 1-r, t-b:
Carol Castellon,
Linda Hermann,
Elizabeth Jockusch,
Philip Grathoff,
Gene Bild.

It's a beautiful day in the Math
neighborhood.

Ms. Castellon displays her dexterity with two Power Macs.
,,,
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Science Department
The Science department wa full of changes this year. They lost Mr. Jaber, and Mr . Djemil took a one year
leave of absence. The Department hired Mr. Grath off to replace the a trophy ics teacher Mrs. Djemil. Mr.
Grathoff said, "Uni tudents have a wierd sense of humor." Mr Andsager wa hired to teach Physics and
Advanced Physics. Advanced Physics was one of several new courses offered at Uni this year. Mr. Stone,
Mrs. Morris, and Mr. Bergandine continued to enlighten their students with their re pective cia ses.

The Science Department: (L-R) Philip Grathoff, David Andsager, David Stone, Pat Morris, David Bergandine.

Mr. Bergandine gives computer advice.

Mr. Stone enlightens the Bio.class .
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Physical Education Department
Sally Walker and Al
Ledgin were joined this
year by Doug Mynatt and
Rebecca Murphy to lead
Uni P.E through a year of
changes and fun. Ray
Driskell and Bonnie
Moxley departed for
Hamilton, 11. and Edison
Middle School, respectively. To go along with
the e changes, the students were split up by
their grade levels and
each grade level had their
own period. That was
done in order to keep all
cia ses even in ex perience, age and understanding of the activities. The
fitne s test was also
changed. The new testing
system, according to
Sally, tests more of the
cardiovascular fitness of
the students. The sport
activities were shuffled
up, but the student were
still able to enjoy intensive matches of pickleball
Murph coaches the volleyball team to victory. and ultimate frisbee.

The P.E. Dept: Doug Mynatt, Rebecca Murphy, Sally Walker, AI Ledgin
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Library Utilizes New Technology
Returning to the library thi year were Runelle
Shriver, Mrs. Jacobson, undergraduate assistant
Maggie Urian, who will not return next year, and
graduate assistant Kathryn Howell. There were
two new additions to the library staff: Liliana
Orozo, an undergraduate student at the U of I,
and Josh Newport, a senior at Uni, who helped
with shelving.
Along with her regular duties, Mrs. Jacobson al o
taught part of the introductory computer science
course. In trying to form a "library without
walls," a CD-ROM network was established, as
well as a computer link to the library ' s resources
that can be accessed from anywhere.
Above and Right: Veteran librarians Frances
Jacobson and Runelle
Shriver, respectively.

Assistant Kathryn Howell was a familiar face in the
library this year. Whether looking for a book or doing
research, she was always eager to help in any way.

Juniors Katie Nelson and
Guanyao Cheng enjoy the se/ection of wonderful magazines.
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Four studious soph 's work
hard in the library.

Chandra Linton and Gozen Basarstudythe chisledfeatures of super hunks Brad
Pitt and Dean Cain.

Fine Arts Department
The Fine Arts Department thi year con i ted of Karen Hellyer, Rick Murphy, and Barb Ridenour. This
team of three found a new home in the "Hue House", complete with new air conditioned offices. Ms.
Hellyer taught several ection of Art I, a well as a section of Art II. Hellyer is excited about her instigation
of the nation's first internet-acces ible high chool art gallery. Mr. Murphy, under a full musical schedule,
taught 4th and 5th hour choru es, music theory, madrigals, orchestra, and jazz band. When asked about
hi plans for the year, Murphy said with a smile, "We're actually planning on taking a chorus trip thi
year ... " Heal o like the fact that jazz band i during the day. Mr . Ridenour taught drama while taking
director hip of the Fall and Spring play . All three enlightened the subbies in ections of Interrelated Arts.

(1-r) Mrs. Ridenour, Mr. Murphy, and Ms. Hellyer ponder the meaning of life and pork.

Murph chills in the lounge.

4th hour chorus sings with gusto.

Balazs sketches a picture of Shawn.

,,,
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Computer Science Department
The Computer Science department i barely
recognizable from last year. With new cla ses and new
teachers, C.S. this year was a totally new experience for
all involved. Over 130 student were enrolled in the
Introductory Computer Science cla , including all the
Subfreshmen and Fre hman, and an a ortment of
upperclassmen. The cla met every other day. It wa
taught by a combination of teacher Peter Kimble, Mike
Smeltzer, Greg Smith (a 1973 Uni alum), and France
Jacobson. Thecla emphasized familiarity with the
applications and tools that the computer world offer
such as word proce ing and canning. The cour e was
more project oriented a well. Peter Kimble al o taught
an Advanced C.S. cla .
Gene & Ted: Teamwork pays!

Kimble, Jacobson, Smeltzer, and Smith connect their mice to one of Uni's computational devices.

Gozen and Chandra help Balazs with a tricky
design problem.

Alison, Dan, and Jeff slave away on the Macs.

Janitorial Staff
Returning for his 18th season as janitor,
John Turner is truly a reliable and
faithful worker. He is the one behind all
the fre h, glittering hallways and classrooms making everybody at U ni glad to
have him around. "He lights up the
hall," said junior Chandra Linton.
Students were also very impressed by
his 'sweet' car, a Mustang Convertible.
"I've been here 18 years and I still
haven't graduated," said Turner.

John and his partner in grime.

Development
Office
Marilyn Upah Bant was the connecting link
between U ni and its past. As director of
Development and Alumni affairs, she got
e-mail from up to 20 alumni per day. As
usual she directed monthly school newspaper U'n'I and alumni letter. The big
project of the year was developing a home
page on the World Wide Web for alumni
with a searchable e-mail for alumni. She
was assisted this year by Joel Beesely,
when he wasn't busy coaching Varsity
Basketball. Also, Marilyn was a leader for
researching and grants, "fund-raising and
friend-raising." Her main goal is for
ALUMNI TO KEEP IN TOUCH!

Ms. Bant and her assistants, Joel Beesely and the Gargoyle.

Speak Up

Underclassmen
As the subbies were
introduced to Uni life, the
rest of the underclassmen
settled back into the old
routine. The subbies
quickly found a place of
their own on the third floor,
while freshmen, sophomores, and juniors
occupied the first and
second floors. Underclassmen flocked to the dances,
making them livelier and
more enjoyable. They also
helped to make the year
memorable and exciting.

'
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"It's fun to watch
subbies grow from
being knee high to
grasshoppers to
become centers on
the basketball
team. " -Audrey Wen,
junior

Left: Rebecca, Tabor, and Katie
goof off during a free hour.
Above: Anna is busy making
crafts at the subbie retreat.
I

Someone finally got a picture of Carolyn and Andrew together.
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SubFreshmen - Class of 2000
Marc Alexander
Roaa AI-Heeti
Catalina Anghel
Mara Bandy

John Bocharov
Betsy Braden
Beatrice Burton
lann Chen

Jennifer Chen
Kendall Chuang
David Delgado
Vilas Dhar

Micah Fuchs
Jennifer Iversen
David Jacobson
Michael Kendicks

Colin Kenndey
Artemy Kolchinsky
Julianne Kuck
Andreanna Lau
70
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Top Left:
Attack of the
killer Celeste.
Top Right:
Jack helps
Charles with
homework.
Bottom Right:
A dazed
Andreanna
listens to Virginia
and Jennifer.
Bottom Left:
Daniel wakes up.

Celeste Lecompte
Duane Linton
Bryan Lung
Kim Ly

Meredith Main
Tyson Masar
Virginia McCreary
Andrew McNabb

Sara Medendorp
Jennifer Meyer
OndrejMitas
Jack Monahan
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Subfreshman - Class of 2000
Zeynab Moradi
Sean Morales-Dayle
Errol Packard
Nicholas Pelafas

Elliot Ramos
Emily Richardson
Philip Rowell
Samuel Schnuer

Anna Sczaniecka
Daniel Slichter
Benjamin Smarr
Scott Strand

Rebecca Tabb
Alexander Tarr
Charles Terry
Alexander Thaler

David Thomas
Alexandra Tipei
Virginia Tucker
Claire Wegel

Phil roves the 1st floor,
finding senior targets;
Crystal and Emily sport
their twin gear; Anna- it
just gets harder!

cK

Melissa Wei
Corrine Williams
Emily Wisseman
Nichole Wleklinski

Erik Wright
Crystal YatesWhite
Ariel Zodiates
Crystal Zych
\!1 ;
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The shocking world of
computers

Errol and Colin send greetings from their planet.

Art. He 's just soooo cute!

Phil and Tyson trash Sean before the seniors get to him.

Anna and Zeynab mug for the
camera.

Corrine and Scott-computer geniuses.

Crystal pushes away Emily's bunny ears.

.t;·.,,
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Freshmen - Class of 1999
Lian Alan
Puja Bavda
Peter Brokish
Nell Burger

Natalie Ceperley
Christopher Chen
Amy Chew
Ami Choi

Brian Chou
Matthew Croisant
Sumon Dasgupta
Tory Depew

Sarah Dunn
Helen Estabrook
Kara Eubanks
Daniel Finnerty

Hormozd Gahvari
Katherine Geeseman
Kavi Goel
Daniel Grossman
76 -lj'

Clockwise from left: Kara
studies in her little corner of
Uni; Peter gets hauled off by
a gang of girls, something all
guys wish could happen to
them; Kirsten and Liz wrestle
with each other to determine
who gets to stick their face in
the camera.

Jeffery Helfrich
Jeremy Hobson
Hanan Jassim
Cyndra Lattimore

Natalie Lawrence
Amara Lisy
Jing Lu
Sameer Malhotra

Christine Manganaro
Reed Martin
Nathaniel Matthews
Becca Mayor-Bernet
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Freshmen - Class of 1999
Ryan McCarthy
Audrey Miller
Robert Mills
Daniel Morales-Dayle

Matthew Nuzzo
T omasz Obloj
Amanda Ochs
Elisabeth Pollock

Vijay Rajagopal
lmran Rashid
Kurt Reutter
Ella Rotman

Joseph Sapp
Katie Schrepfer
Thomas Sherman
Nathan Skreslet

Rebecca Skreslet
Tabor Skreslet
Brian Smith
David Smyth
78
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Clockwise from
top: Audrey and
Amara hug each
other and are
"friends forever";
Matt just looking
unbelievably cool
in his sports
jacket; Hormozd
looks rough and
tough before the
camera in his
natural habitat-the
lounge.

Rupinder Sodhi
Sammy Sohn
Philippa Soskin
Katherine Sutton

Laura Sweet
Kate Techtow
James Thomas
Sarada Uppuluri

Luke Walczewski
Matthew Wilhelm
Nicholas Wisseman

UNIVERSITY H.S. LIBRARY.
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Luke is so good at hacking, he can do it all day!

Tomasz teaches Lian how to sing in Polish.

Helfrich shows Chris what he thinks of seniority in the lounge.
1111
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Sophomores-Class of 1998
Peter Ambrose
Thomas Aref
Jason Bant
Rebecca Bartlett

Michael Baym
John Berg
Robert Broadbent
Emily Brothers

Ajit Chary
Cynthia Chiang
Nils Christianson
Zewditu Demissie

Pedro DeRose
John Fahrner
Jason Feldman
Gillian Fleischer

Suzanne Franki
Karl G ruschow
Brendan
Hanna-Holloway
Paul Herendeen
82
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upper left: Paul
Herendeen
does his best to
not be bothered
by piles of
homework.
upper right:
Alex, Guanyao,
Chad, Adam
and a mysterious unidentified
person enjoy
their card
games.
left: A sophomore gathering
with Suzy,
Nikkia, Gill,
Emily, Zewde,
Molly and
Vivian.

Alex Hobson
Christine Hsieh
Eric Hsieh
Christopher Hutchens

Sridevi Jampala
Molly Kaput
Julie Kaufman
Christine Keller
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Sophomores - Class of 1998

Peter Kim
Jason Kimball
Laura Koritz
Shwayta Kukreti

Christopher Lamb
Kirsten Melby-Thompson
Megan Murphy
Paul Nelson

Jaclyn Peek
Will Preece
Vivian Rajeswaren
Edwin Ramos

Adam Reynolds
Alexandra Sapoznik
Andrew Sefranek
Steven Severinghaus

Anna Skorupa
Joseph Smarr
Selin Song
Jarrett Spiro
\ 11 1
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(far right)
Shwayta is shy,
but oh so
smooth!
(near right)
Julie Kaufman;
what a smile.
(below) you
can 't see them,
but they are
there.

Nikkia Squires
Ryan Stoia
Eugenia Tumanova
Ursula Wagner

Matt Walczewski
George Weisiger
Parjanya Zutshi
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Right: Zhenya and Chris Hutchens
scrutinize various magazines as
they chill in the library.
Below: Jason Feldman and Ajit
Chary keep watch of their territory
while Eric Hsieh and Jarrett Spiro
hack away at the computer.

A glimpse at the many faces of the sophomore
class: a bewildered Jaclyn (above), and a
happy Nikkia (right).
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Left: George Weisiger
does the soul diva/basketball player thing. Below: Nikkia and Zewde
are skilled at amusing
Gill. Bdttom Right: Eric
and Jarrett flash innocent
looks as they plot to take
over the world. Bottom
Left: Like a page from
GO, Nils exudes friendliness with his irresistible
smile.
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Juniors-Class of 1997
llya Bakshee
Sarah Barclay
Gozen Basar
Ranjit Bhagwat

Anna Bial
Brandon Bowersox
Rebecca Butler
Rachel Chaney

Guanyao Cheng
Matthew Cho
Robin Colomb
Amy Coombe

Lori Cooper
Thomas Craggs
Neil Day
Shawn De La Mar

Chad Foxglove
Albert Gee
Andrew Grace
Paul Grayson

,,.,
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Left: Amy and Nadia demonstrate the whole
meaning of Hug Therapy Day.
Top : Sandeep and Chandra make up the cool
Junior swimming posse, while the "Boyz in the
hall" try to fake it.

Usama Hajj
Zachary Hensley
Asad Husain
Adam Joncich

Jeffrey Kang
Daniel Kingery
Alan Kluegel
Daniel Kolchinsky

Jonathon Lansing
Carolyn Leap
Chandra Linton
Roopali Malholtra

,,.,
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Juniors- Class of 1997
Andrew Medendorp
Priya Monrad
Katherine Nelson
Tara Ramanathan

Lee Rawles
Nadia Reynolds
Rebecca Rich
Hadas Ritz

Aaron Rosa
Alex Sansone
Anand Sarwate
Thomas Schrepfer

William Severinghaus
Amanda Smeltzer
Evan Smith
Sandeep Sodhi

Christian Suloway
Rebecca Swearingen
Adam Terando
Matthew Thomas
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Mason Throneburg
Erin Trauth
Christopher Tsay

Dan Tucker
Steven Tymonko
Anita Vanka

Nicole Vernon
Ashley Walter
Audrey Wen

Above: Thomas chills in the lounge.
Right: Carolyn and Tara stop to smile for
the camera on their way to class.

Above: Christian and Tara-- caught in the act!
(Of sitting together.) Right: Chandra, Nadia, and
Gozen smile for the camera, unaware of the
impending doom.

Anand Sarwate a.k.a. "Bob".
Right: Nadia: "I wish this
was someone taller, like
say, Mr. Beesley!"
Mason: "I wish I was a
little bit taller, I wish I was
a baller... " Below: What
IS Evan doing behind that
bus seat?
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Left: Erin Trauth, Anna
Bial, Carolyn Leap, and
Tara Ramanathan pretend not to see the
camera . Above: Alan
Kluegel stares blankly
at the handprints on the
wall.

This page has been brought to you by: Amanda Smeltzer
and Chandra Linton.

Hadas Ritz studies real hard.
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Top: Tommy shows off his
spectacular pecs ... and basketballs. Left: Uni High Cheerleaders make a comeback.
Above: Damian tries to refuse
Joy's rough affection.
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Clockwise from top left: Audrey comtemplates
life alone in the lab; Mason kicks back and relaxes; Josh, Becca and Amy share lunch; The
Linton family, Chandra and Duane share a tender
moment; the second floor hallway at lunch, Can
anyone else say fire hazard?; Dan, Katie and
Becky study hard in the lounge.
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Clockwise from top: George scerams with vengeance, Kirsten
Melby- Thompson shows off her nifty dance moves, Cyndra is
having a snck after losing an eye in a Uni fight, Jennifer Chen
is stricken dead after finding out the news from Jack Monahan,
Suman Dasgupta is all smilesduring lunch, Katie Schrepfer and
Liz Pollock enjoy their free time.

96 -~
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AmalAmin
This picture you see is no portrait of me , it's too real to be shown to
someone I don't know.-New Order
I don't have a square , I don 't have a square to spare .
-Elaine (Seinfeld)
They're Junior Mints, Jerry, the great taste of chocolate with mint, they're
so refreshing. How can you resist?-Kramer
After I turn eighteen, I gonna be a porno star, and my name's gonna be
Buck Naked-John Liaw

JamesAuler
Jamey, Points, Tip, Lil'Nut
People how you doing there 's a new day dawning/ For the Earth
Mother its a brand new morning/ For such a long while there's been
such a longing/ But now the sun is shining lets role back the awning .
-Beastie Boys
If you play your cards right , I'll treat you right.. . OOoooHHHhh
Daaaady. ?!. .. -Sheila's
HHhhhhhhmmmmmmMMMMM????????-Rob Auler
Good Morning, Morning Wood .-Jen Auler
I don't see things quite the same as I used to/ As I live my life I've got
just me to be true to/ And when I find I don't know about just what to
do/ I turn and look within to see what I should do.-B-Boys
I smell a rat.. .a blonde rat.-From the hit T.V. show on TNBC: Saved By
the Bell, starring Dennis Haskins
Kick his ass. Seabass!-Grit in Diner, Dumb and Dumber

Matt Bandy
Hart, you 're so funny. - Beedy
I can 't believe you just ate that whole hedgehog! - Lisa
You are an EVIL monkey!- Curious George Goes to Hell
Gandalf looked at him. "My dear Bilbo!" he said. "Something is the matter
with you! You are not the hobbit that you were. " - The Hobbit
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Dan Beedy
Beedy, Russel
Evil will always win because good is dumb. - Rick Moranis, Spaceballs
I'm enraged . - Hart
Why am I so sweet and tasty? - Homer Simpson

Balazs H. Bognar
I have fought the good fight, I have fin ished my course , I have kept the
faith . - II Timothy 4:7
I am an optimist. It does not seem too much use being anything else .
-Winston Church ill
If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is
because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music
wh ich he hears, however measured or far away. - Henry David
Thoreau
Imagination is more important than knowledge. -Albert Einstein
The great thing about ambience is that it leaves you so free; you don't
feel obliged to conform to any set parameters , because there aren't
any. - Laurence Elliot-Potter
I like your music, dude. I will run with you my friend. Balazs is a spirit,
man. - Leif Christianson
"We'll see ," said the blind man . -a Hungarian saying
It's all good ... - anonymous

Katie Braden
KT, Kae
I love you naughty camera- Suzo, Lydia, Alison , Maryam
He bit me in the butt while I was picking his toenails. - Spam
If you want to kiss the sky better learn how to kneel - Mysterious Ways,
U2
This has been a rotating toothbrush production. OOmph! This is take
two baby! - Suzo and me
The Existential Easy CHAIR- Tay, Suzo , the band.
Swing.- Us
If coconuts ever haunt you later in life you 'll know that Sam is dead.
-Rae
I like you just the way you are.- Mr. Rodgers
Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your great works
and give glory to your father in heaven.- Matt. 5:16
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Benjamin J. Brothers
A good compromise leaves everyone mad. - Calvin
All hard work brings a profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty. Proverbs 14:23
Beef makes the world go 'round. - Derek Wade
Life's disappointments are a lot harder to take when you don't know
any swear words.- Calvin
It's like hunting chipmunks with nuclear weapons . - Mr. Pat
Sic transit gloria mundi. - Roman saying
Winning is not a sometime thing; it's an all-time thing . You don't win
once in a while, you don't do things right once in a while, you do them
right all of the time. Winning is a habit. Unfortunately, so is losing.
- Vince Lombardi
Surely goodness and mercy will follow me all the days of my life: and I
will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever. - Psalms 23:6

Dan Cranston
Don't be a spectator on your own life. - Damian's mom
That which does not kill me makes me stronger. - Friedrich Nietzsche
God has said , "Never will I leave you ; never will I forsake you. "
- Hebrews 13:5
I have fought the good fight , I have finished the race , I have kept the
faith. - II Timothy 4:7
Never, never, never, never give up. -Winston Churchill
"For I know the plans I have for you ," declares the Lord , "plans to
prosper you and not to harm you , plans to give you a hope and a
future. " - Jeremiah 29:11

Anne-Marie Cziko
She's a beautiful little German sausage - Matt
Right now they're thinking C-A-R-L- Matt
Don't be a spectator on your own life - Mrs. Marshall
Stop licking my foot, Anne-Marie! -Veronica
But the eyes are blind , one must look with the heart - The Little Prince
You have brains in your head
You have feet in your shoes
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose
-Dr. Seuss
There's a battle ahead, many battles are lost
but you 'll never see the end of the
road when you're travelling with me
Hey now, hey now, don't dream it's over
- Crowded House
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Nathan Dummitt
I got mine in Montana - Britton Sobkodiak
I still remember your sweet everything - Soundgarden
Do or do not. There is no try - yoda
METAL! - Gorski
I'd just as soon kiss a wookie- Princess Leia
That can be arranged - Han Solo
I'm not sure of what I should do/When every thought I'm thinking of is
you - Trent Reznor
Rock on - Britton Sobkodiak

Christina Garcia
Those of you who think you know everything are annoying those of
us who do- unknown
Life is short, therefore I shall be a crusader in the fight against
ignorance and fear beginning with myself- Ms Vickers Shelley
Being friends with your girlfriend just complicates things- Matt
The primitive ape grooms his mate - Gorski
Is that your face or your cola? - my bro, Joel
You are my sunshine ... - Tedadork
Sometimes you have to face the future to cope with the present
and sometimes you have to face the present to cope with the future.
-my dad

Chris Gorski
You want a quote? Bite me. - Doctor G.
I can 't believe you did that. - Damian
My skull hurts. -chair in lounge
Never ever get a pizza with mushrooms on it. - Nathan
I think he wants one. - Matt McC. about a flying butt attack
You gotta eat meat if you want to grow meat. - Britton
And so you just threw everything together? ... Mathews, a posse is
something you have to organize. - The Far Side
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Claire Henson
Piglet sidled up to Pooh from behind , "Pooh ," he whispered . "Yes,
Piglet?" "Nothing ," said Piglet, taking Pooh's paw, "I just wanted to be
sure of you. "
I could never change just what I feel. My face will never show what is
not real - Red Hot Chili Peppers
When you hold me in your arms so tight, you let me know
everything's all right. I'm hooked on a feeling. I'm high on believing
that you 're in love with me. - Blue Suede
(I dedicate this quote and my love to D.Murphy)
If you hate something don't you do it too . - Pearl Jam
Today is the greatest day I've ever known . Can't live for tomorrow,
tomorrow's much too long. - Smashing Pumpkins

James Ho
If you fall behind never stop trying , because if you do you 'll never catch
up. - Dad
Life is like box of chocolates; you never know what you 're gonna get.
- Forrest Gump
Cool is not caring too much about what anyone else thinks.
- Justine Frischmann
A challenge is near. - Chinese fortune cookie
The number one reason why America is the number one country on
the Earth: Slim Jims! - David Letterman
You can 't throw me out of the computer lab just because I'm stupid !
-Pedro

Jim Hurst
When you aim for perfection , you discover it's a moving target.
- George Fisher
Ah , but I have a laser sight.- Derek Wade
A skeptic is a person who , when he sees the handwriting on the wall ,
claims it is a forgery . - Morris Bender
The shortest distance between two points is under construction.
- Noelie Alita
As soon as you have forgotten all things , all things will have forgotten
you. - Anonymous
Everyone believes of themselves at least one of the cardinal virtues.
Mine is honesty.- Nick, from The Great Gatsby

..,,
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Kathleen Ryan Johnson Winston
Kaffine Kat Kath Kathbo Kitten Wiener
The soul takes flight to a world that is invisible, and there ariving she is
sure of bliss; and forever dwells in paradise.-Piato
I think I'm running out of time to do something bizarre. Somewhere
around twenty-five, bizarre becomes .. .immature.-Bridget Fonda
Fighting for peace is like fucking for virginity.-Ted Wienbuam
This is wicked sloppy.-Sophia Nealy
Believe me. It's harder than it looks.
-Eric Patton on the 'struggles' of manhood
My mouth tastes like the inside of a camel driver's undershirt.
-Beverly D'Angelou
You can freak your friends , and you can freak your nose , but you can't
wipe your friends under the couch .-Kelly Nichols, L.A. Guns
My greatest sin has always been that I have a wonderful time being
myself.-Lestat de Lioncourt
Adios , ladies. I must seek knowledge and his bastard son , truth.
-MTV's The State

YunnyKim
Turn on your love light and shine it on me!- Grateful Dead
I liiike! I liiiiike it AAAAA Lot! - Ame Dog
Success is like a tart, you can only stand your own. - anonymous
What's up with Norm? My nipples, it's cold out here! - Phish
It's so unfair. why does he have other things to think about? Why can 't
I? Alii ever do is think about him!- My so called life to- Amy P.
I see three corners from this corner. -Jon W.
My Yunny K! - Nola M.
No matter how much you want it or need it the past must remain just
that - the past! - anonymous

Alexander S. Krasavin
Alex
My name is Indigo Montoya, you killed my father, prepare to die!
- painted on Dave's cheek
You are not drunk, you should not be talking about the weather.- Sami
Let's go out to the kitchen/ Let's go out to the kitchen/ And get
ourselves some milk! - Mason
Come on Alex! 5 dollars! - Lori and Nicole
It may be important to the great thinkers to examine the world , to
explain and to despise it. But I think it is only important to love the
world, not to despise it, not for us to hate each other, but to be able
to regard the world and ourselves and all beings with love,
admiration and respect. - Siddhartha
When faith is lost, when honor dies, the man is dead!- J.G . Whitter
And I forget just why I taste/ Oh yeah I guess it makes me smile/
I found it hard, it's hard to find/ Oh well whatever, nevermind.
-Nirvana
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Alison Leff
If it doesn't happen, then it wasn 't meant to be . -Morgan Finch
One is not half two, it's two halves of one. -E. E. Cummings
Better to light one candle than to curse the darkness. -E. Roosevelt
I forgot where I put my appendages. -Susan Rempe
There is still something left to believe in, after there is nothing left to
believe in. -Douglas Coupland , Life after God.
I've been kicked out of better places than this. -Paba Skalnik
If there weren 't any other people , there wouldn 't be any you because
what you do, which is what you are, only has meaning in relation to other
people. -R. Warren
No -siree-chuck! -Maudie Konig
If we are wise, we know that there's always tomorrow. -Lean On Me
You have sunshine coming out of your ass. -Jay Steigmann

JohnLiaw

Richard Lin
(to miss Worwood) You can present the material , but you can't make
me care - Calvin
I don't want to go to school, I dont want to know anything new. I
already know more than I want to! I liked things better when I didn't
understand them! The fact is I'm being educated against my will! My
rights are being trampled! - Calvin
Given the pace of technology, I propose we leave math to the machines and go play outside - Calvin
History is the fiction we invent to persuade ourselves that events are
knowable and that life has direction. -Calvin
A good compromise leaves everybody mad. - Calvin
There's more to this world than just people you know.- Hobbes
Leaders are made , they are not born; and they are made just like
anything else has been made in this country. - Vince Lombardi
Today's greatest labor-saving device is tomorrow. -Tom Wilson
The best things in life aren't things. - Art Buchwald

Ill
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Jennifer Alexis Luth
Jenny
Regardless of the situation react with class.
Let some things remain mysterious.
Remember everyone you meet is afraid of something, loves
something and has lost something.
- Life's Little Instruction Book
You can't change the way I am ... - Sheryl Crow
Great neccessities call out great virtues. - Abigail Adams
The soul should always stand ajar, ready to welcome the
ecstatic experience. - Emily Dickenson

Damian P. Marshall
I'm thinking .... Prunes! -Gorski
Can't touch my buttcrack. - J4
He said half the married guys in the world were flits and they didn't
even know it. - Holden Caufield
There was a kangaroo .... in my living room.- Mr. Keaton Family Ties
I just have this policy against dating someone who holds the school
shot put record. - Zack Morris
I don't play games. - Bonnie
I'll throw away a chance at greatness just to make this dream come
into play.- Matthew Sweet
If I had the choice , yeah , I'd always wannabe there. Those were the
best days of my life. - Bryan Adams
Guys, have you heard of Butts Motel?- The Nihon Posse
It hurts to be so good! (dedicated to Jeff Thorn and George Weisiger)

Matt McClintock
McGrath
Matt is so fine - Chandra
Matt McClintock, it makes me cry, you are so much
better looking than Christina - Bridget Rogers
You are stunning , in fact you are down right voluptuous
-Mr. Stone
Time for sex - Chris Gorski
I wish I could score with Matt McClintock - NadiaReynolds
After about a week you can try two fingers - Chris Gorski
Bitches ain't shit and now I've made my point- Too $hort
"
"-Jon Liaw
Are you having ass problems? - Epa
I feel betrayed - Chris Gorski
I like it that way- Audrey Wen
It was me and Cube over at the corner store - Epa
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Piotr J. Misztal
You think you can take on the world .. .And sometimes you're right
-Bono
Everyone is entitled to an opinion , and yours is wrong - Dave Barry
Cause it all begins when it ends - Roxette
You are all individuals- Monty Python
A cheap holiday in other people's misery - Sex Pistols
Do you feel cheated?- John Lydon
No Biting - Sr. English class rule
They say this is the golden age,
and gold is the reason for all the wars we wage - U2
The kids were throwing snowballs instead of throwing heads
- The Nightmare Before Christmas

Matthew Modica
Senor, Donatoni, Mod, Sllab, Tex
SOYLENT GREEN IS PEOPLE! - Soylent Green
I'm cultivating a half-ass - Matt Me.
What are donuts? What? For the love of God, tell me! - Homer
OUR PETS' HEADS ARE FALLING OFF! - Lloyd Christmas
I'm going to be so laidback, people will think I'm hyped - Nathan
I see ... BLOOD! - The Bow-tie Killer, Problem Child
I'm in the game of love, not fighting - Englebert Humperdink
And now he's using an upstairs invite as a springboard to a Super
Bowl sex romp!- Seinfeld
The sauce a' you can have, but the secret, she's a' mine - Chef
Screech
Big fucking soulkiss - The Soundgarden Story

Daniel R. Murphy
Once again it's on . - Ice Cube
Push me and I will resist.- Vedder
I'm from the old school , but I never rock the disco. - Alkaholics
Kickin ' the khakies and Adidas, packen' ya heat cause ya supposed ta.
- Outkast
It's a tribe thang. -Cypress Hill
If you're not first, you 're last. - Bagelmen
Shut up old man, you have no teeth - Rob Auler

,.,
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Lorcan E. Murphy
Lork, Lorkdog, Lorkbaby, rokudoku
Don't give up, you still have friends.- Peter Gabriel, You still have friends
We've passed the point of no return.- Phantom
All that is gold does not glitter,
All those who wander are not lost.
- J.R.R. Tolkien, ''The Lord of the Rings"
And I am dumb! - Some drama teacher...
The friend's a foreman of his ... - BOB!
Life's a shit sandwich, and if you've noticed, lately there's less and less
bread.- Mom
Shit in one hand, wish in the other. Which fills up faster? - Mom
There is always more to do. That's how you know you're alive. - Greg
Georgia, where life is a peach. - Jim Hurst and I reading a magnet in a
gift shop while stranded in Atlanta International for 17 hours.
Stupid is as stupid does. - Forrest Gump
Kay - Seungbok Cha

Steven Nafziger
Ziggy, Schwin, Naffy
I just want to be me/When I can , I wiii!Try to understand!That when I
can , I will. - Smashing Pumpkins
Poetry is ideas reflected through a prism of words. -Carl Sandburg
He who pursues righteousness and love, finds life , prosperity, and
honor- Proverbs 21 :21
The tribe originates that feeling of pizzazz. - A Tribe called Quest
We need magic, and bliss, and power, myth , and celebration and
religion in our lives, and music is a good way to encapsulate a lot of
it. - Jerry Garcia
Now we feel the good vibrations-so many females , so much
inspiration. -Souls of Mischief
Release your mind and let the instincts flow/Release your mind and
let the funk flow. - Digital Underground
What a long , strange trip it's been. - Grateful Dead

Victoria Newman
Give me my scallop-shell of quiet,
My staff of faith to walk upon ,
My scrip of joy, immortal diet,
My bottle of salvation ,
My gown of glory, hope's true gage,
And thus I'll take my pilgrimage.
- Sir Walter Ralegh

,.,
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Joshua Newport
Long ago I yearned to be a hero without knowing , in truth , what a hero
was. Now perhaps I understand it a little better .. .every man is a hero if
he strives more for others than himself alone. Once he added , 'you
told me that the seeking counts more than the finding . So, too, must
the striving count more than the gain
- Taran , The High King by Lloyd Alexander
I have a dream ... - Dr. Martin Luther King , Jr.
And now these three remain : faith , hope, and love. But the greatest of
these is love- 1 Corth. 13:13
It's a dream that will take all the love you can give/Every day of your
life for as long as you live
-"Climb Every Mountain", The Sound of Music
Live Long and Prosper, IDIC, The needs of the many outweigh the
needs of the few - Speck
Make it so . - Capt. Jean-Luc Picard

Amy Dee Nicholson
Hello this is hell , God speaking . - Sir Archon
All life except for this instant is a dream .. . half of one's life is
dreaming of the future , the other half is dreaming of the past.
-Derek Tangye
We 're right , and that's just the way its gonna be .- David Nicholson
Hello? The answering machine is broken . This is the refrigerator.
Please speak slowly, because I'm new at this. Uh .. .beep.
-Celka Mewhort
The fact that men are rational creatures doesn't mean they can't be
stupid on occasion ... That is, we can all be idiots under proper
encouragement.-Muray Leinster
Do what ye will , an harm ye none. - Wiccan Law

Lisa Novak
Imagine there's no heaven/ It's easy if you try
No hell below us/ Above us only sky
Imagine all the people/ Living for today ...
Imagine there's no countries/ It isn't hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for/ And no religion too
Imagine all the people/ Living life in peace .. .
Imagine no possession/ I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger/ A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people/ Sharing all the world .. .
You may say I'm a dreamer/ But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you 'll join us/ And the world will be as one
-John Lennon , Imagine
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Janek Obloj
Man has to throw away the ladder immediately after climbing.
-Umberto Eco, Name of the Rose
Malice is the most effective weapon of the intellect against the forces
of evil and stupidity.- Thomas Mann , The Magic Mountain
To make mistakes is human nature .- Victor Hugo, Miserables
God must have loved the common people , he made so many of them .
-Abraham Lincoln
Nothing in the entire world is more unpleasant for the man that follows
the way which leads to himself.- Herman Hesse, Demian
Who dies this year has peace for the next one . - William Shakespeare

Shannon Kimberly Parmer
To be upset over what you don't have is to waste what you do have.
-KenS. Keyes Jr.
The truth will ouch. -Arnold H. Glasav
Any child can tell you that the sole purpose of a middle name is so he
can tell when he's really in trouble . - Dennis Fakes
Sl ider, you stink. -Tom Cru ise in Top Gun
In life, as in a football game, the principle to follow is: hit the line hard.
- Theodore Roosevelt
I got gum on my seat, GUM! - Sandra Bullock in Speed

Thayer Marie Preece
Tay, Tay-a-bella, Tabitha, Slayer
Oh , I have your G-string in my case-it fit just right! - Peter Kim
Pinky, are you pondering what I'm pondering?
I think so, Brain , but what if the monkeys don't want to wear leisure
suits? - Pinky and the Brain
Un baiser, mais a tout prendre , qu'est-ce? C'est un secret qui prend
Ia bouche pour l'oreille . -Cyrano de Bergerac
Love is the glue that holds together everything in the world .
-Fortune Cookie
When you wish upon a star, makes no difference who you are.
Anything your heart desires will come to you. - Pinnocchio
I'm a walking hunk o'beef. Grrr tiger-sink your teeth into me!
-Spamantha
Thayer, you 're so weird . - Lydia
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Anita Rajeswaren
Happiness is a butterfly which when pursued is just beyond
your grasp ... but but if you will sit down quietly, may alight
upon you.- Nathaniel Hawthorne
I don't have to kiss nobody's ass to get along in this world.
- Dolly Parton
Heather, it's your turn. No, Heather, it's Heather's turn.
Sorry, Heather. - "Heathers" and me, Kathleen , and Amy T.
Free your mind, and the rest will follow. - En Vogue
All I wanna do is have some fun. I got a feeling the party
has just begun. -Sheryl Crow
I'll think of it all tomorrow .... After all , tomorrow is another
day. - Scarlett O'Hara

Rachel Naomi Reingold
Rae, Rach, Rae, Rachie
I am going to fail everybody if you don't shut up! - Mrs. Newman
I could kill the FFA! - Mr. Tap
I'm sorry. I have an attitude problem. - Alison Left
You are so weird! - Lydia Wraight
Flocci non facio! - Lydia and me
He bit me on the butt when picking his toenails. - Samantha Sutton
When I grow up, I think I'll be the dad. - My younger sister, Eve
The best portion of a good man's life , his little nameless,
unremembered acts of kindness and of love. -William Wordsworth
Grief can take care of itself, but to get the full value of a joy you must
have somebody to divide it with . - Mark Twain

Susan Leigh Rempe
Suzo, Suz, Spuz
Is it better to be safe & sorry? - A-ha, Take On Me
Um , waiter, could you bring us some mustard?
This ketchup is so lumpeh! -Alison & me
Creative minds are rarely tidy. - Unknown
I know I should not eat thee ... mmm , sacreligious ... - Homer Simpson
This has been a rotating toothbrush production.
This is take 2, baby, OOMPH! - Katie B & me
Some dance to remember, and some dance to forget.
- The Eagles , Hotel California
Now the smile's across my face , instead of across my butt. - Spammy
This is my quest, to follow that star.
No matter how hopeless, no matter how far.
To fight for the right without question or pause.
To be willing to march into Hell for a Heavenly cause.
- Man of LaMancha, The Impossible Dream
\!I ;
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Sarah Risken
I love you.- Dylan Morgan

Bridget Doyle Rogers
You 're never fully dressed without a smile! -Annie
You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes, you can
steer yourself in any direction you choose- Dr. Suess
You don't stop laughing when you get old. You get old when you stop
laughing. - unknown
In your dreams whatever they may be , dream a little dream with me.
- Little Lotto Wizard
There's a time to speak up, there's a time to shut up and there 's a time
to kiss a little ass. - John
What do you mean where am I? I'm at a business dinner!
With my business partners! - Gozen
It doesn 't matter! It's in the past! - Rafikki
And now let the wild rumpus begin! - Max, Where the Wild Things Are

Peter Wheaton Saunders
Epa, Pistol Pete
Epa, Tont pay ah xuy smulay. - My Brother
On the Blue line! - Ray Driskell
Laughter is inner jogging. - Trigger Bill
Do you have breath? - I don't know
Roun . - Anonymous
If I am not myself, who will be for me?
If I am for myself only, who am I?
If not now, when? - Susan Thrasher
Man how you gonna tell me? - My brother as he flexes his power
Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart. - R.M. Rilke
I never half step , cause I'm not a half-stepper.
I drink a lot of soda, so they call me Dr. Pepper. -Tribe Called Quest
I got hundreds of rhymes that suit you- so listen. -Tribe Called Quest

Hanady Sharabash
By (the token of) Time through the ages. Surely Man is in loss;
Expect those that have faith ; And do righteous deeds and join together
in the mutual teaching of truth and of patience and of constancy.
- Quran 103:1-3
0 mankind! We created you from (a single pair of) male and female and
made you into nations and tribes so that you may know each other (not
that you may despise each other) . Verily the most honoured of you in
the sight of God is the most righteous of you . - Quran 49:13
God will never change the Grace which He has bestowed on a people
until they change what is in their (own) souls. - Quran 8:53
Who is there that can help you even with an army besides God most
merciful? Surely the unbelievers are in a delusion . - Quran 67:20

N oura Sharabash
Nuuuuura, Bunnn
The ink of a scholar is more holy than the blood of a martyr
-Prophet Muhammad
They can 't all be like us, Noura. Then it'd be a perfect world. - Kathleen
Step outside yourself to discover what's important to someone else .
- Dale Carnegie .
Ergo qoud vivo durisque laboribus obsto, nee me sollocitae taedia lucis
habent ... - Ovid , Autobiography
Sometimes I think you should just reign in your own mind .
-Mrs. Newman to me
The highest reward for a person 's toil is not what they get for it, but
what they become by it. -John Ruskin
Never underestimate the power of enthusiasm. - Dale Carnegie
Pignoraban , It's been a stale year in Latin . Can't wait for another.
-Britton Sobkoviak in my yearbook

Scott Solomon
Excuse me where's the free food? - Amal
Son , life is just one layer of bullshit after another- Dustin Hoffman
Mmm .. . forbidde n donut- Homer
Eeww! What are those?!- Dave
I'm in the game of love, not figthing. - Englebert Humperdink
Big bang with me brain - Gene
Hi I'd like two large breasts- Amal
Hype it up - Donatoni

Samantha Sutton
Sam , Spam, Spammykins, Bongo
When you have a smile on your face , you have a song in your heart.
- my Aunt Pearl
Once I thought my innocence was gone. Now I know that
happiness goes on.- Billy Joel
No kemosabe , you should have gone before we left. - Suzo as Beowulf
If you can't be with the one you love , honey, love the one you 're with.
- Steven Stills
I'm a little can of Spam. I'm made up of Spice and Ham. No one knows
what's inside me . That's why I'm a mystery. - Tay
Everything that happens happens for the better. Always.
-a quote on the wall of some restaurant
Kindred spirits are a lot more common than I thought.
-Anne of Green Gables
All work and no play makes Jack a very dull boy.- The Shining
Stop! I'm just a kid!- Chuck on The Goonies
It had grit-mobile written all over it. - Lydia

Gene Sverdlov
Genia, Eulove
So high , you can 't get around it, so low, you can 't get under it
-Ice Cube
I like to whittle , whittling is fun- Andy L.
It's not the Russain, it's the Wq-Tang crushin ' - Wu Tang Clan

Tony Tang
We are a nation with no geographic boundaries, bound together
through our belief. We struggle to create a world with no discrimination,
so our kids won't wallow in grief. Only then can peace last for years and
years, like Robert Parish the chief.
People: life's too short: stop hating each other!
Three Reasons why sports is better than sex:
1. Sports lasts hours and hours.
2. Your parents cheer for you when it goes in.
3. A three-on-one or four-on-one is no problem in sports .
...... ... from the New York Rangers , your captain , number 11 Tony Tang
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Maryam Toghraee
Mary, Murry, Maury
You shouldn't eat your feces. - Katie Braden
I thought oral sex was just kissing! - Samantha Sutton
Would you like to come up for coffee ... how about sex then?
- from the movie Nine Months
You're sitting on my erection.- Anonymous
Love is the white light of emotion. - Diana Ackerman
from A Natural History of Love
History is an agreed-upon fiction . - Diane Ackerman
from A Natural History of Love
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times ...
-from Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities

Amy Trefzger
Do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its
own. Today's trouble is enough for today. - Mathew 6:34
I would rather have 30 minutes of wonderful than a lifetime of nothing
special - Steel Magnolias
If you were happy every day of your life, you wouldn't be a human
being, you'd be a game show host. - Heathers
It is one thing to want someone out of your life. It is another to serve
them a wake-up cup of liquid drainer. - Heathers
Friends are like fortune cookies, its what's inside that counts.
- A Virginia Slims advertisement
Fighting for peace is like fucking for virginity- Ted Weinbaum
I have a craving for some sweet and sour deer wing-wangs - Anita
Now we know. And knowing's half the battle- G. I. Joe

Theodore Ulen
Ted, Tsu, Theo, Grit
... yes I think to myself, what a wonderful world. - Louis Armstrong
Golf is a good walk spoiled. - Mark Twain
Teddy, Teddy, the dogs!- Jamey
so I'll just say I love you/ which I never said before/ and let go at that
old friend,/the rest you may ignore. - Robert Hunter An Elegy for Jerry
I never know so much I can 't learn more.- Harvey Penick
Don't ever tell me the odds. - Han Solo
So it goes. - Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
I'm Big Tom and don't you forget it!- Dear ol' dad
Damn, I wish I wasn't such a wimp. - Pharcyde
Kick his ass, Seabass! -Grit in diner, Dumb & Dumber

,,,
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JoyVokac
The great pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.
-Walter Bagehot, Literary Studies
I respect faith , but doubt is what gets you an education.
- Wilson Mizner
A true friend is one soul in two bodies. - Aristotle
I'm a guy; what do you expect?- Alyx's response to EVERYTHING
If you aren't confused , you aren't paying attention. -anonymous
Ask me no questions, and I'll tell you no fibs .
-Goldsmith , She Stoops to Conquer
A frown is only a smile upside down. -Jeff Thorn
The oven? - My sister
10:36 is the best time because when you divide 10 by 36 you get 3.6
-Damian

Jonathan Wachtel
Yoni
Man that girl 's tongue was huge! -Dan M.
In real life, I assure you , there is no such thing as algebra.
- Fran Lebowitz
Hi this is Ira from Champaign Surplus- Dad
I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.- M.Twain
Ten fingers we have each , nine planets around the sun repeat I
Eight ball is the last if you triumphant be, seven oceans pummel the
shores of the sea. - Dave Matthews Band
I'm that kid in the corner I All tucked up and I wanna so I'm gonna I
take a piece of the pie, why not, I'm not quittin' I think I'm gonna
change my style just to fit in. - Beastie Boys
Liar, liar, I'm not a witch I'm your wife . - Shira my old sis
Give me my golf clubs , fresh air, and a beautiful partner, and you
can keep my clubs and the fresh air. - Jack Benny

Derek Wade
Wad, Wade, Drek Wad, DPWPI,
Sometimes the world is full of colors .. . But now all colors are turning
black - Stephen King
You say that money isn't everything , but I'd like to see you try to live
without it - Silverchair
We live in a wheel where everyone steals, but when we rise it's like
strawberry fields - Bush
When all that's left to do is reflect on what's been done, this is where
sadness breathes , the sadness of everyone - Live
It's all good! - Balazs
Hearts and thoughts they fade ... fade away- Pearl Jam
History is what historians write , the past is something different
-anonymous
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Shannon Wright
Sativa
Beer! Beer! Beer! - Mrs. Laughlin
'Tis better to rule in Hell than to serve in Heav'n - Milton
Milk, wait! Remember that 'Fantasy Island' where Mr. Roarke defeated
the Devil? .. . Mr. Roarke better stay the hell away from us or I'll beat
his ass down hard! White suit and all!- Milk and Cheese
Sit on my lap and tell me what you REALLY want - Santa Claus
I like my butt just the way it is- Mr. Grames
If God was a criminal , he'd be me- Benedict, Last Action Hero
No! It's the DEVIL I tell you! He's in US, way deep inside behind
ourfaces-making us do his DEVIL bidding! Like that EDGAR BERGEN
guy with his hand up a dummy's ass!- Cheese , Milk and Cheese
Dr. Crusher, please beam into my quarters and
examine my captain's log - Mark Wright
If I want your opinion, I'll give it to you- Samuel Goldwyn , MGM

Lydia Wraight
Lyd
Those who agree with us may not be right, but we admire their
astuteness - Cullen Hightower
Praise does wonders for the sense of hearing - Bits & Pieces
No really - its OK, I'm just not used to you - my brother
Facts are stubborn things - Alain Rene Lesage
I luf you naughty pole! - Susan
A book is like a mirror. If a monkey looks in no apostle looks out
- Georg Cristoph Lichtenberg
No matter what happens, there's always somebody who knew it would
- Lonny Starr
Necessity is the mother of taking chances - Mark Twain
You should never marry someone you haven't slept with- my mom
I've been in love before , and I found that love was more, than just
holding hands - the Beatles

DavidZych
Dave, Zych
Thou shalt not weigh more than thy refrigerator
- a refrigerator magnet
If all the students who slept through lectures were laid end to end ,
they'd all be a lot more comfortable.- unknown
I don't have any music! - most of my flute section
And I am DUMB!!H -Ms. Ridenour demonstrating voice projection
Think Hazem Jaber - Hazem Jaber
Everybody mingle! - Masha in Russia
Hey, it's the O.J . Simpson trial!- Harf watching TV in Moscow
Chance is perhaps the pseudonym of God when He did not want to
sign. -Anatole France
Blessed is the man who, having nothing to say, abstains from giving
us wordy evidence of the fact. - George Eliot
We've passed the point of no return .. . - Phantom of the Opera
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Dan is in rapture as Claire, for some odd reason, gives
him a peck on the cheek.

Steve is wary of Gene's close proximity to his valuables.

James is concentrating on girls.

Gene delights in making mischievious fun of Bridget.

Katie, Lydia, Susan, and Samantha convene to talk about grades, eat a
light lunch, make fun of each other, talk about boys, and just show that they
are one crazy bunch of women.

Yunny is a spark of happiness lighting up
the yeabook room.
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THE BEST OF THE CLASS OF
1996:
SENIOR CLASS BALLOTS

Smile!

Best Looking: Ted & Susan &
Claire
Shyest: Matt B. & Vicki
Best Smile: Ted & Alison
Most Artistic: Balazs & Thayer
Most Flirtatious: Jonathan &
Anne-Marie

The obvious choice

Be t Imaginary Couple: Gene &
Yunny
Spaciest: Ted & Susan
Most School Spirited: Damian &
Sam
Most Optimistic: Damian & Sam
(again!)
Cutest: Matt Modica & Alison
Best Procrastinator: Jonathan &
Bridget
Funniest: Chris & Susan
Best Brown-noser: James A. &
Noura
Most Athletic: Ted & Bridget
Most Likely to Succeed: Richard
&Sam
Party Crew: Jonathan & Yunny

They are SO precious!

Class trend-setters

Loudest: Gene & Bridget
Worst Jokes: Josh & Amy N.
Sexiest: Ted & Bridget
Best Couple: Dan M. & Claire
Best Music: Balazs & Sarah
Worst Music: Piotr & Sarah
Most Style: Dan ,Yunny & Thayer
Nicest: Balazs & Alison
Laziest: Jonathan & Christina
Most Likely to go to Jail: Gene &
Sarah
Dirtiest Mind: Chris & Kathleen
Most Naive: Josh & Sam
Most Lanky: Dan M. & Thayer
The Bold and the Beautiful

Chris "amuses" Susan.

Starting early on a life of crime

Smile if you love Uni!

(above) Flirt Squad
(far left) What did yoU say?
(left) Together in their dreams.

SENIOR CLASS DEDICATION
Mrs. Laughlin never came into class less than excited
about what she had planned for that day. She had an
innate ability to transfer her enthusiasm for learning right
into our heads. The day before a test, junior English
classes could be heard down the hall singing their review
sheet instead of merely going over it. On more than one
occasion, she had the class dressed in costume and acting
out stories so we might understand them. She made the
class worth coming to. She put on her famous dancing
display for us, and much to our astonishment, we all loved
it. Mrs. Laughlin cared about every last one of us. She
would make sure we all knew exactly what was going on
even if she had to explain it 100 times. We thank Mrs.
Laughlin for not only being a great teacher, but also a
good friend. We have all learned so much from her and
deeply appreciate it. We, the class of 1996, would like to
thank Mrs. Laughlin for being such a great influence on us.
You are one in a million.
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Balazs is all smiles after picking up lots of girls.

Kathleen gives some of her Iovin' to John Liaw

Gene bares all as James gets excited.

Maryam and Katie kick it by the couch.
\''
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Dan and Jon are gaining muchos knowledge in our lounge.

Katie and Sam smile and pretend they don 't notice Susan giving Lydia bunny ears.

Lorcan, Richard, and James play hackey sack.

Gorski flashes a scary smile.

Amy and Shannon sit around in the counseling annex.
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Alison Left

Ted Ulen

Amal Amin

Shannon Parmer

''Ga Ga Goo Goo''
Senior Baby Pictures

Dan Murphy
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Amy Trefzger

Alex Krasavin

Anita Rajeswaren

Damian Marshall

Derek Wade

Balazs Bognar

Ben Brothers

Bridget Rogers

Claire Henson

Christina Garcia

James Hurst

James Auler

James Ho

Gene Sverdlov

John Liaw

Jon Wachtel

Jenny Luth
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Joy Vokac

Janek Obloj

Lisa Novak

Maryam Toghraee

Tony Tang

Kathleen Winston-Johnson

Lydia Wraight

Matt Bandy

Thayer Preece

Katie Braden

Shannon Wright

Steve Nafziger

Susan Rempe

Nathan Dummit

Matt Modica

Noura Sharabash

Peter Saunders

Yunny Kim

Rachel Reingold

Scott Solomon

Richard Lin

Sarah Risken

Vicki Newman
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Senior Wif{s
I, Amal Amin leave Lee Rawles a personality. I leave
Sandeep lots of swimming success, and some Cody Musk. I
leave AK-47 balls. I leave Lorcan a Manzierre. I leave Jacamo
Strotgun. I leave that Evan Smith guy an eyebrow. I leave Scott
Solomon a Gin and Tonic, to loosen that mother tucker up. I
leave Jenny Luth Scott Solomon. I leave Uni High the heaviest
center in high school football history. Finally, I leave Babu a tall
frothy Mug-on me!
I, James Auler, leave to all the girls one more Saturday
night. To Thomas, I leave one more stoge at the river and a new
brain. To Hormozd I leave one more chance to beat my ass. To
Damian , I leave lots of stuff to the outgoing seniors. To Audrey
W. , I leave a rabid dog. To George, I leave the real German
driving experience, Fukengruven. To Daniel I leave another
curious look at an Urbana football game. To Jeff I leave a replica
of my college clothing attire. To Audrey M., I leave many good
nights with Nuts. To Nils I leave many good nights with Audrey.
To John Barricklo, I leave a copy of Billy Joel's "Turnstiles".
I, Balazs Bognar, Uni High Wizard of Techno, hereby
leave my eternal friendship and gratitude to all of my friends ,
family, teachers , and everybody who made my experience at Uni
100% excellent. In addition, I leave a few more words in the ad
section ; PLEASE see it. It's been cool!
I, Katie Braden , hereby being here, do leave. To
Chandra I leave SNYC and skill enough for many black diamonds. To Amy C. I leave a big supply of yummy cookies . To
Gozen I leave a currant scone cuz I'll learn to love em '. To
Grossman I leave Flemmish pizza and a big hug . To Ursula I
leave a spare tire and a big box of Nutri-Grain bars. To Zach I
leave my amazing ability to be right. I leave Cori my Tl-82 and I
leave Phil my clown wig. To the swim team I leave a remotecontrol lighting system . To AI , I leave a new bumper sticker and a
big grateful grin. I leave all of my wonderful , groovy teachers a
thankful smile. To the Claddagh Club I leave a swing and a band
called sift. And finally, I leave my sister to my school and to my
cat. Take care of her!
I, Benjamin Brothers, do hereby state my Senior Will
forthwith. To Derek I leave a 16 ounce ribeye , and the eternal
memory of that great Green Bay victory over the 49ers. To
James, I endow a 20 ounce ribeye , once a day forever and ever,
with an occasional pork chop , as well as all the desks and
windows on the second floor. From Lorcan and I, Jim receives a
rat's ass. To Edwin Ramos I give a desk in the Latin Room ,
whereon he can smash his fists. Alex S. can have the football
club , but to Hormozd goes a hyperactive INT and an illegal
crackback penalty. Be sure that Herr W. gets a gas cap, in case
he loses the one on his truck, too. Finally, to my sister I grant
anything she wants , as soon as she blinks her eyes.
I, Dan Cranston , bequeath the following : to Damian , a
morning run to M.S.L. , an awesome basketball game to lose his
voice at, and a game of hoops at Clark Park. To Rachel
Reingold , a late night phone conversation . To Balazs, all the
PLANS he could want , and a trip to Meadowbrook with whoever
he chooses. To James Ho, a trip to Three Happiness and a game
of Ping-Pong at lunch. To Sam a physics class where she does
actually get a joke every once in a while, and to Adam Reynolds ,
a pair of spikes in the car. To all my other friends over the years
who have helped me make it through the past five years , thanks
a lot. I'll miss nearly everyone.
I, Anne-Marie Cziko, of sound mind and body leave
Hormozd a big , wet, sloppy kiss. To Amanda S. some big
muscles to beat up on her opponents with and a fine guy taller
than her. To Nadia, a head massage and my Iovin' and under-
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standing. I will Amy a bun and a boyfriend . To Aaron Rosa ,
Hormozd. To Audrey , a big smile and some awesome threepointers. To Jeff H. , some vanilla ice cream . To Emily, a night
out with the girls and someone to tell her dirty jokes. To Nikkia,
Mr. Spicer and a night out with the girls also. To Shawn some
fun . To Matt W. , a cow drawing and a lunch date. To Mason ,
some Mexican ch icas. To Jeff K. , my awesome matchmaking
ability. To Liz, a guy that talks. To Tommy a woman . And to
Adam J. , a free hour online, some ice cream ,and a big kiss. To
Kirsten , a back massage.
I, Christina Garcia, leave Megan Murphy a day when
she's saucy! I leave Audrey some knocking knees ! I leave Jeff
Kang some words because the boy never talks. I leave Hormy a
big body guard to protect him from all those kissing girls! Three
fine-ass guys, one for Nadia, Lizzie, & Nell. To Wilhelm , I leave
lots of smiles! Tommy, ich mochte etwas zu dur geben , aber ich
weiss nicht was ...... And to everyone I leave this wonderful joke:
How did the rabbit get from one side of the fence to the other?
Someone threw him over! Bye .
I, Chris Gorski , do hereby will the following items to the
named individuals. To Nadia a story in the Say Anything column ;
and to Nadia and Gozen both , my everlasting love. To Chandra,
memories of all those times when Matt was out of town. To Jeff
Helfrich I leave that trashy picture. To George Wiesiger I leave
Bovine Like muscles. To the Track/CC team I leave many future
victories. To Nathan Dummitt I leave a very large choata. The
Darner gets " 3 feet of that fence", James Auler will receive a
Helen Keller joke. Random people will be receiving something
weird sometime this summer. I leave memories of J4 to Robin.
To all cute girls, I leave my phone number , not that any will
call. .. l'd leave my left nut to someone , but I value it too much , oh
yeah , I want to leave Slayer, my magic pencil , to Bryan Lung . It
has served me well , now it shall serve you. Finally, to everyone I
forgot, I leave a day without clothes .
I, James Ho, hereby bequeath the following : to Ben , the
biggest steak I can find and Super Bowl tickets if Green Bay ever
makes it; to Derek, my football prowess; to Sam , a tub full of pop
tabs (that should be ten gallons) and a big hug for being a good
friend ; to John , my Wong Fey-Hong movies; to Hart, some cardplaying ability; to Jim , unlimited Mr. Pibb's; to Lydia, any Beatles
album she doesn't already have and a year free of being tired ; to
Noura, a big hug and an Islamic guy she can marry; to Damian ,
all of Natalie Merchant's albums; to Zhenya, a hug; to Beedy, a
shoving match and some hacks; to Cranston , improved human
calculator skills, some new gestures and sayings, and memories
of awesome times ; to Katie , a hug, every U2 album and no more
C & M! And to Rachel , a $10 ,000 shopping spree at the GAP and
roses for always being very sweet.
I, Kathleen Ryan J-W, being of sound mind & beautiful
body, leave the following . To Epa ... "DAMN! "(you 're fine) . Nikkiapeace, love, joy, & luck wherever you find yourself. Cyndra-love
& all your great ideas unfolded . Zewd-love & confidence .
Cyndra, Nikkia, Zewd-some fine black men. Robin-whatever you
want, girlfriend. Carolyn & Anand-a great Unique/senior year.
Kirsten-reign o'the lunch cart & Trent's baby( or a good time
trying .) Christine-love, varsity b-ball , & all other good stuff. Joe!
Tara-you're looking like a doctor today. Tsay, you sick s.o.b. I
love you . Schrep-you're a cutie. Thomas Schrep, Zack, Jeff K.,
Amara , Nell , A. Miller, Phillip, Charles, Helen , and Pari-love/
peace. DD-S-you know what I mean. I love you. 96-97 seniorsdebates, college aps, & all that good-good stuff. 96-97 freshmensome respect (for upperclassmen) . University Laboratory High
School-my backside walking out the door. Amen .

I, Yunny Kim hereby will Megan Murphy my gymnastics
guy. Now you can cherish his looks for me. To Amy Coombe, a
long indepth conversation about that mysterious girl from Arcola .
Take care of the school for me sweetie! To Jeff Kang , I will all my
Korean power. Let the power be with you! For Sandeep, all my
Mortal Kombat skills. To Nadia R., a ride home from V-ball. Kick
ASS next year! For Audrey W., I will all the fun nights we used to
have at your house with Cliff. For Zach H., a big fat
juicy.... ORANGE! To Ranjit, I will him a nice comfortable leather
couch . Helen E., I leave you all my clothes. Indulge! Cyndra L. ,
I leave a Waz' up? Show them who's in charge. Sumon , I will a
night at I.T. To Thomas S., as many braids as my fingers can
braid . Oh! Share them with your sister. To Audrey M., carry on
the Miller tradition and Nils, I leave you a hack from the Tribe of
Goldwassen. To Chandra, I leave my kick ball skills. And
Christine Keller, take care of those swimmer guys for me.
Everyone else, enjoy it while you can!
I, Alison Leff, upon leaving Uni do leave these people
the following : I give to Zach an albatross for conversation , Will P.
carpools and gossip, and to Gumbi & Betsy huge smiles for all
the ones they have given to me. To Anand and Carolyn piles of
Unique poems, and also to Carolyn string for beads. To Kara &
Bea (my sister)-COW! I leave Ranjit an Etch-a-Sketch and a
waiter. I give to Chandra and Gozen screaming and a basketball
victory, and to Selin the 5ft Posse tradition . To Phil , I leave some
of my inches, cause he needs 'em , and to Nick, my gardener
outfit. I leave Thomas cookies and only 1 more year, to Amy the
soprano section , and to Barb my xerox knowledge. I leave my
brother Ben a live penguin and my bestest friend Maudie all my
yearbooks . Lastly I leave to all my incredible friends and family
my gratitude and love forever and always.
I, Richard Lin , being of sound mind and body, do hereby
bequeath the following : thanks to AAC and UMEC members, both
past and present; best wishes to future AAC and UMEC members; a big "BD" and a wallet with the bills in the wrong order to
Dan B.; rides from math classes to Ben B. ; a big ass football to
Derek; my footbags to Dan Kolchinsky; my share of the Chinese
mafia to Chris "Dragon" Tsay; all the techno in the world to
Balazs; my chemisry knowledge to Rob ; thanks to all my teachers
and friends;and a whole lot of love, respect, and admiration to my
family.
I, Jenny Luth leave the following things to the following
people. To Grossman , I leave a hug and new cool things for his
homepage. To Robin I leave a frosty, a hug , and a very scared
class of 1997. To Daniel Kingery, I leave the ability to help Robin
scare the senior class , a really awesome ska concert , and a whip
me beat me make me bleed kinky sex is what I need!!! To Selin I
leave some jeans that fit and another awesome p.e. class.
Okay. I, Damian P. Marshall , will the following batch of
goodies. To all Cub fans in Uni , hope and devotion . To George,
painkiller (because it hurts to be so good) . To Selin , the StudCo
key, and eventually, StudCo. To Nadia, a 3rd hour conversation .
To Gozen , this here will. To Robin , a squirrely senior year. To
Thomas, sole control of the coveted Lounge Board. To Jeff H.,
Charles, and Matt: a St. Matts uniform. To Dan K. , a fierce
matchup in P.E. To Rosa, my complete awe of his benchpressinduced crevice. To Albert, Tommy, and Jeff, my rhythm at Uni
dances. To Amy, my love of Arcola. To all Uni students, my voice
at basketball games. To the XC team , the memory of the
Pawnbrokers. To Mr. Murphy, a trip to the Deland Casey's. And
finally, to whoever treats the water at Kenney Gym , my incessant
thanks (that water is delicious!).

I, Matt McClintock, will the following crap : To Duane
Linton , I leave Shawn Renee De La Mar. To Shawn Renee De La
Mar, I leave Duane Linton. For Megan Murphy I leave my love.
To Thomas Schrepfer I leave Ted Ulen's penis. Most importantly,
I leave an invitation to Chadwick's wedding to a certain underclassman who will remain nameless. To Chandra , I leave a
personality. Finally, to Hormozd I leave a professional tennis
career and a fine six pack like mine.
I, Matt Modica, leave these things to these people: Uni
High, the largest nose tackle in high school history, Jenny, Scott
Solomon , and some gossip. Amal , a smashed-up '55 300SL and
all chicken recipes ; Scott, a woman , a peg leg , and some
gadgets, Rashid , an ice cold one , Jack, the character of Buck
Naked in Woody Allen's next porno, AK-47 , a lifetime of shooting
blanks, Dan Kingery, some dirty Airwalks , and to Thomas
Schrepfer, Samson strength from his curly mop.
Dan Murphy leaves everything to Thomas, flat-out.
Yo my name is Steve, and I leave this : Mr. Sutton and
Mrs. Laughlin get my everlasting thanks for being wonderful
teachers and delightful people to talk to. To Sumon and Sammy,
I give some girls , parties, and dope soccer careers. Nils gets a
"damn you 're a mac Nils," and a left foot. Audrey M. gets some
chit-chat and a big hug. Adam gets some real rap knowledge and
more flashy moves. Rosa gets another year of being the fastest
and strongest. Audrey W. gets a boyfriend who doesn't have a
love affair with his couch and James. Tommy gets someone to
play with other than Cranston. Tyson gets a whoopin '. Schrepfer
gets a lifetime supply of Phish , a dash of Dead, and
indestructable goalie gloves. J.K. gets a scholarship to Virginia
and All-State honors (you definitely deserve it) . Send my love to
my girl , because she's got to have it. My crew is never wack
because we stand strong. Bye.
I, VLS Newman , being half asleep and never of
particularly sound mind , am trying to decide what to give and
bequeath . To Mrs. Laughlin , who generally got scowls, a smile,
so she will not always regard me as a sullen child. To Ms. Fuller,
many thanks for her constructive criticism . To Ms. Klein , thanks
for the word 'image-matic.' To my mother, lots of little subbies to
pound cases and tenses into, and (hopefully) ten Edwins a year.
And to Mr. Murphy, an apology for my sundry insults and my
sister's heavy hand.
I, Joshua Newport, being of rugged body and reflective
mind, wish to leave to those who remain behind a word of
encouragement. To the subbies, especially I leave a desire to
soar into the future , and on the wings of your dreams to fly to
wherever it is you desire. As the Wizard of Oz said to the
Tinman , "Remember, my sentimental friend , a heart is not judged
by how much you love , but by how much you are loved by
others." Remember how the people of America were created ,
they left the security of the known for the chance for a better life
in the insecurity of the unknown. We are a nation of explorers,
dreamers , and refugees. Each left the part of him or her self that
was a nationality to explore a new frontier. To all I leave a wish
that you " Live Long and Prosper."
I, Amy Nicholson , being of skeptical mind and vague
intentions do hereby leave Uni High to the repair crews. I leave
my semi-quarterly craft sales to Tori , the rotating door, and I leave
my excessive number of free periods to Becka. To Becka I also
leave my locker right across from the office and all the goodies I
get from Barb. To Virginia I leave Art I and Art II , which I advise
she take before senior year, unlike me. I leave what laughter I
can spare to anyone who needs it and I leave interesting
conversations to all who get bored during their excessive number
of free periods.
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Senior Wif{s (cont.)
I, Lisa Novak, hereby leave the following items : Juniors:
To Hadas, my buddy, a "nice" ride out to Bondville in a '86 red
Dodge Caravan , complete with MORON! sign. To Anna , all of
my "tips" on "controlling" younger "men ." To Erin , I promise to
stop stalking her house. To Tara, a greeting from Karen. To Lee,
I leave an invitation to share a molotov cocktail. To Katie,
another discussion on Seinfeld episodes during Russian class.
To Sarah , a stick to beat the s-t out of Tom with. To Anita , a
quite bus ride home. To Anand , a girl! To Matt, Erin!! Sophomores: To Chrispy, that special blend of 11 herbs and spices. To
Karl , the inclusion in my will. To Baym , 50 cents to buy a coke or
a chick , whichever is avaliable. To Ursula, silk boxers!!!! To Ryan ,
more Anime than he can handle. To Anna, the memories of
"Macho Man" Ray. To Alex S., more PDA than you can handle!
And finally, to Joseph , my eternal love (and the opportunity to
"assist" me with the aforesaid PDA.) Subbies : To Nick (Styopa) ,
the suggestion of "never question authority (Anna)". To Benjy,
CHEEEEESE!To Gumby, Pokey! To Sam , the advise to not use
those slang words in Russian class. To Roa , my suggestion to
watch out for evil teachers next year. Masha: a road map of
Illinois, Elvis! To everyone else, some words of wisdom from my
dad : "Kids, just remember to not eat the yellow snow."

I, Thayer leave to Jeff Kang my soccer skills, since he
obviously needs them. To Christine, my incredible fashion sense,
and a guy she'll never get bored of. To Ranjit , a smashing jazz
band , to Zach , a punch to the solar plexus, to Nicole, a de-liteful
Spanish class with a nice, gay teacher, to Kirsten , a carton of
cloves and some wild parties. To Jack, a trip to France (just
remember to bring someone who speaks french , hint hint) to Phil ,
some handcuffs, to Sean M-D, my shoes with the hope that
someday they'll fit him , to Chas, some imaginary bud , to Dave
Thomas, a shopping spree at Big Wheel and a chain of successful fast food restaurants , to Tyson , a door and about 10 inches, to
Nick, plenty of upperclassman girls and world peace. To all the
subbie guys I leave a hot date with Chris Tsay, and to Chris I
leave the cello of his dreams, a phone card, and a huge hug .
I, Anita Nimi Rajeswaren , will Emily memories of
miniature golf in Germany, an "I srongly disagree", and the guy
who went down the slide with his butt cheeks showing. To
Jennifer Meyer, I leave a smile because you 're a nice subbie. To
Laura, I leave a donkey because you laugh like one. To Anna
Sial , memories of badminton at Beckman. I give my car alarm to
Cyndra because you kept hitting it with that football. To my peer
college counselee , Paul Grayson , my German guy for you to
enjoy. To Herr W., I leave all the things you never knew we did in
Germany. For my little sister Viv , I leave a baseball bat to whack
Susie over the head with , the Topsymobile, a fine Danville man ,
all those memories (sailor) , and my love. To my parents, thanks
for everything and my love. And finally, to all future Danvillians at
Uni , a couple of kegs because you 're gonna need something to
do on those long rides home.
I, Rachel Reingold , being of somewhat sound mind ,
leave 27 days to Chris Tsay, to Anand the ability to be happy and
smile. To Paul G. and Anand I leave more library cart fun. To
Dan Kolchinsky I leave admission to MIT, to Sarah B. even more
containers of deodorant. To David J. I leave the legacy of
Judaism at Uni and I leave me all of his jeans and shoes. To
Danny C. I leave many more of our late night phone conversa-
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tions To Alison L. I leave 3 inches off my hips to add to her height.
To Lyd ia I leave the perfect guy, "flocci non facio," and my infinite
thanks and love for your wonderful friendship. To Susan I leave
nothing , for we are one and the same. To Thaye r I leave the
enchantress' guild and my bowling skills. To Samantha I leave a
dictionary of sex. To Noura I leave a self esteem and an MD. To
Alex I leave a hug and a kiss. Finally, to the Claddagh club, I
leave my love and thanks for the 5 best years of my life .
I, Susan Rempe , being of sounder mind than you thi nk
(and firm buttocks) , leave to Zack a swift kick in the arse , to Phil a
little respect for his elders, to B.S. a friendly horse and a
thigh master that won 't just up and explode , to the Claddagh Club
I leave the fond memories and scars of 5 years of Charaderie and
eat fights . Finally, to the entire population of Uni, I leave Sam
Sutton.
I, Bridget Doyle Rogers leave Chandra a new, crazy
lane buddy, a few 5:30 breakfast adventures, a smile and a big
hug . To Gozen I leave a few loaves of bread , a business dinner,
and many crazy conversations. Nadia gets an awesome guy,
confidence and a street I can remember. I leave Amy anything
she wants because she deserves it. Jeff gets a louder voice and
someone to teach him to use it. To Liz I leave a real boyfriend,
lots of luck, and a ton of fun. To Thomas I leave someone to talk
and play poker with at youth group, and Jeff H. gets a girl who
appreciates all his sweetness. Mrs. Laughlin , Mrs. Castellon , and
Mr. Stone have my gratitude for being such great, enthusiastic
teachers , and Barb A. gets a huge thanks for helping me so many
times!

I Epa, give Thomas a '"C'mon Wyyyy", some freckles on
your knees , a "Why did you blow the save, Rick Agufuck !", a plain
out t-shirt, Chet Lemon and other butt-ugly veterans. I give Neil
Reed (Reed) a down hair style. I'd like to give big ups to my man
E.L. Smooth and all of that and all of that. You know what I'm
sayin '. I'd like to give Dan Tucker a high arcing base-line jumper.
Aaron Rosa some high arcing muscles. I'd like to give Audrey
Miller some layered hair and a layered Nils. I'd like to give
Tommy Craggs (password : TCDaBomb) an all-conference
basketball selection along with some 15 year veterans like Greg
Kite and David Wood . To Adam Joncich , "Hi, how ya doin'?
Pretty good , eh? Yeah , that's what I thought." And to Rebecca
Tabb, a date with my brother when he gets in .
I, Noura Sharabash , upon my graduation from Uni High ,
do leave the following to these kewl people : My sister Hanady, a
dozen roses and a kiss for being so sweet and making my years
at Uni so wonderful ; Anand "Bob", my Valentines-birthday-mate ,
roses and chocolates every time February 14th come by; Roaa
AI-Heeti and Hanan Jassim , good luck in your next few years at
Uni (ha! I'm done!) ; Amanda Ochs, a Neon pink shot and a putrid
discus; Dimitry, I leave you Kathleen ; and I just want to leave a
big thanks, for helping me survive Uni High , to Kathleen & Amy &
James & Sam & Alex & Maryam & Shannon & Rachel & Vicki &
Ben & Jim & Danny & Derek's CO-player & Mrs.Newman & Lisa
Micele & a lot of other people but I have a wo rd-limit. Wish me
luck.
I, Scott Solomon , leave the following things: To Mod, a

left jab to the eye ; to T.H. , a noogie; to AK-47 , balls; to Mason a
switchblade ; to Michael Baym a swift kick in the ass; to Dan
Tucker, oh nevermind I hate that guy; to Lee Rawles , a sarcastic
comment; to Lorcan , a bro; and to Donatoni , a spin behind the
wheel of the mustard yellow Volvo.
I, Sam Sutton , hereby leave: Tommy, Selin , Dan and
Anna the old pea-green wallpaint for their Gargoyle hootenanny
workdays ; Nadia, Amanda , Molly and the rest of the volleyball
team just one more uno-dos-trace ace; Shawn the lock-in
hammock and 42 frozen pizzas; Chris the candyman and a
telephone cord ; Zach somemore o' them chocolate-covered
beetles ; Katie Edith some clam dip ahead; Anna and Kim a
splashing paddle boat, and Bill-Bob-Joe to his #1 fan , Kara
Reubanks. To my swell teachers , I leave: Murphakaya a strawberry shake and flying rice , Coach two packages of spaghetti ,
Loose-Bruce a ceiling fan , Coach Murph a big ol ' smile , Mrs .
Laughlin a sousaphone, Mr. Andsager and Mr. Grames the Three
Happiness Restaurant, Shelley Roberts a breakfast at Steak-nShake , Barb more redhots , Lisa purple streamers, and my
undying thanks to all my teachers for making the last five years
such a blast. To my fellow classmates , I leave infinite happiness
and my thanks for being the best class ever-1 '11 miss you guys!
To everyone else, I leave my jealousy that I must leave and you
can stay. Go bonkers!
I, Gene Sverdlov leave the following things to: Thomas
Schrepfer I leave an 8 year old girlfriend or Mae Siffin , whichever
one he prefers and a paperboy. To Jeff Kang I leave all the
pimpishness in the world and some more useless shit. To Aaron
Rosa I leave a brawl , because I want to see him beat some ass.
To Daniel Kolchinsky I leave Russian soccer skills that I didn't
have. To Nicole I leave a party. To Audrey Wen I leave some
bitching. To Nils Christianson I leave some crackers. To Audrey
Miller I leave a turd . To Sammy and Amara I leave some more
CS crap. To Jeff Helfrich I leave a beating with a bat. Then I'd
like to leave a big pile of hot steaming shit to Herr W, Mrs
Wysocki , and Karen Hellyer for all the help they offered me
throughout the last 5 years. Finally, to my pal Sumon Dasgupta I
leave a party at his house, a fine woman , some Lil ' Porgy's and a
40oz.
I, Maryam Toghraee, do hereby will the following items
to my beloved underclassmen . To Philip Rowell I leave a bag of
microwave popcorn and my view of the world from 5ft. To Selin
Song I leave the legacy of the Five Foot Posse and the -1 inches
I beat her by. To Zach Hensely I leave the ability to laugh on
command. To Chris Tsay I dedicate any past "kinky" comments I
have made and a case of Mountain Dew. To Ranjit I leave an ear
always happy to hear his music. I trust Anand with the responsibility of keeping Uni dances likable. And , to Karl I leave all of my
photographic knowledge ..
I, Amy Trefzger, leave Herr Wand all the people who
went to Germany last summer yummy frickadelle. I leave Emily
and Vivian memories of playgrounds in Germany and the grease
running down Anita's arm. I leave Katie Schrepfer a season full
of spikes ; Jill a box full of chocolates ; Nadia all the rides home
she wants ; Amy C. the luxury of being the only Amy on the
basketball team ; Liz gets a penis wrinkle ; and I leave Cyndra my
brother, even though she doesn't want him . Finally, I leave
Coach Merf my thanks for being tough and making me a stronger
person .
I Ted Ulen leave : to the brash Irish-Man I leave a
scream like a little bitch , the ping-pong future , and an old naked
man of no particular race ; to Jeff Kang I leave a full-ride to UVA
for soccer, and a nice haircut from Sung Mo; to Nils I leave a loaf
of cinnamon-raison bread and the defense; to Audrey M. I leave
many a night with Nils; to Sumon I leave a left foot and a butt

whooping ; to Tyson I leave a smooth bass line and some soccer
skills ; to Jeff H. I leave state championship in CC and some stuff
to throw; to Amanda I leave a dunk; to Nicole I leave a night of
Mexican dancing ; to Megan I leave a piece of my adam 's apple to
play with; to Audrey W. I leave a shaved arm , and an open
window that she can come through whenever she wants ; and
from the Tribe (esp. James) and Gene I take a great friendship
that hopefully lasts for a long time .

I, Joy Vokac, do hereby will the following: to Nils, I will a
lengthy e-mail message from someone who has never written
him before , to Molly I will 900 square feet, to Nadia I will the Joy
position (may you be as embarrassed by it as I have been) , to
Katie Schrepfer I will a ride to lunch from an underclassman , to
Edwin a million and one hi's in the hallway, and to Merf I will the
ambition to take a U of I course in historical architecture and a
case of orange Crush
I, Jonathan Wachtel leave the following ; To Thomas
Schrepfer I leave a Phish concert and a houseparty with lots of
girls who are sweaty too! To Aaron R. I leave a good girlfriend
and a good spotter. To Tommy C. and Jeff K. I leave the basketball team and a Slam Dunk contest. To Hormozd I leave a brand
new sweatshirt outfit. To Suman D. a night out with me and his
bro. To Nadia R. I leave a double-double, to Gozen B. I leave an
A in Calc and a drivers' license. To Mr. Grames I leave my
appreciation for having faith in me and putting up with me for 5
long years . And to the Math department, why don't you find the
log of my WOOD.
I, Lydia Wraight , being of sound mind , I think, leave to
Chris Tsay his conscience and the ability to show his feelings. To
Zach , a future filled with whole milk and cream. To Daniel
Kolchinsky I leave one floor hockey game when I don't beat him .
To Amy I leave the soprano Madrigal posse and dozens of
decorative balloons. To Selin I leave a trip to England including
her very own Red Mini . To Carolyn I leave the rowdy Thespians.
To Ranjit I leave an open door when he is a struggling musician .
I leave Sebastian a happy UNI career, hopefully. And to all my
friends I leave a big hug and a smile.
I, Shannon Wright , of sound mind , or something, hereby
leave some stuff to some people. To Lee, I leave my knives . To
Ryan , I leave all my anime stuff. To Brian , I leave my mace, and
a bucketfull of snowballs for Bubbles. To Smarr, I leave my hacky
sacks. To Mr. Sutton , I leave a decent lunch and some sleeping
pills. To Mr.Bild , I leave my old Onion papers. To Crispy, I leave
a box of rubber gloves from Chemistry. Have fun!! To Tori , I
leave all my hats , and to the future subbies, I leave respect and
fear for your upperclassmen. To the seniors-to-be, I leave the
pain and agony that is Senior Debates. Good bye!!! I'm
frreeeeeee!
I, David Zych , being of sleepy mind and body, do hereby
bequeath the following items: to my cousin Crystal the nickname
"Zych"; to Steve Severinghaus the distinguished position of 1st
Chair Miscellaneous; to Zach the basses and a sponge that
thinks ; to Ranjit many awesome jazz licks, a fried squid , and a
nice hot shower ; to Anand my place at All-State as a baritone ; to
Masha a flashing red light and a vampire ; to Ms. Laughlin the
perfect definition of "academic" and a schwa; to Ms . Suslick the
art of generic formatting and any genetic enhancement of her
choice ; to Ms. Fuller a round of Koosh balls to break down her
psychological barriers about flying objects; to Mr. B a symmetrical
pigeon , a deep thought, and Primitive Font v3 .1; to Ms. Ridenour
a good map of Bloomington and a lackey; to Murph 50 tenors , a
drummer that comes to rehearsals , and a new personal secretary ; and to everyone else good luck and a weasel.
\l',
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Senior Class History
Sept.1991-May 1996
Subbie Year: Gene comes in halfway through the year wearing a
red sweater vest. Eric K. threatens to kill everyone. Epa=quick point
guard. Language Lab. Science Olympiad. Thayer breaks her arm doing grip strength. Girls lose 68-4 to jefferson. Jill's party. james Ho
throws desk out the window. MTD. A-M x ]amey, Ted x Christina (2
days), Dan x Sara C., Katie W. x Nathan, Steve x Jill, 3(Steve x Moe),
3(Nathan x Moe), Sarah S. x Carl, A-M x Dave D., ]on x Moe, ]on x Jill,
Yunny x Ted, A-M x Nathan, Bridget x Epa, Eve x Tim, Eve x Dan, Scott
x jenny L., jon x Xia Hong (In Ulen 4), Eve x Matt Me., A-M x Matt Me.,
Matt x jenny L., Matt x Epa.

Freshman Year:

We lose Eric K., Arvind, Jill, Moe, and the Shairs.
We get joy, Lisa, Demetri, Shannon Wright. Claire goes off to
Germany. Legend of james H. laying a turd on the basketball court.
Yunny is mad at Ted for the whole year. ]on skips chorus 13 times in
one quarter. Freshman girls sit on the senior's laps. Epa goes out w/
Hilary who goes out with Matt. Uni Rhubarbs win by forfeit. Rachel
eats a plant, Lydia eats dirt. Eve and Ted get lost with Dave D. Katie
W. x Aaron G., Steve x joy, Eve x Aaron H., jenny L. x ]on 0., Katie W. x
Nathan, Matt x Hilary x Epa, Eve x Austin, Bridget x Kumar, Eve x Ted,
jenny L. x Carl C., jenny L. x Mike B., joy x Parkers, joy x Vikas, jon x
Teddy B., Scott x Katie W., Dan x Eve.

Sophomore year:

We lose Mr. Meares and his perfume, leaving us
with Wysocki. We trade Eve and Arvind for Sarah R. andjosh in order
to stay under the salary cap. Mr Cha, kay? JORDAN RETIRES. 300
minute rule. Steve chills in Santa Cruz. Claire returns. Mark Paul
Gosselar is dead. Dan and Claire: the beginning. Total eclipse. We
lose Tom Scott (sad) and get Ray Driskell (sad). Alison, A-M, Lydia,
and Bridget go to prom. NuPop mail. Britton steals lunches and
smashes cans with Louis. Dimitri pees in the corner of Mr. Bild's class.
Noura eats a cup of salt and barfs three times. Kathleen begins the
long distance lovefest. Yunny x Ted, Dan x Claire, Steve x Amanda,
Alex K. x Alison, Steve x Sarah R., Sarah R. x George,
Matt Me. x Katie, Christina x Kumar, joy x Parkers, Bridget x Andy,
Kumar x Katie, Katie W. x Ben, Bridget x Ben S.
,11,
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junior Year:

We lose Katie W., Demetri, Robin. We get Shannon P.,
Maryam, Rob F., Meike, john Liaw, and Shelley. WE LOSE BRITTON
and Louis and we miss them still. SAT, ACT, ACL. Da-da-da-da-da-da
HOOP DREAMS! JORDAN RETURNS. Random guy breaks his head at
our school lock-in by falling out the window. Shako screws up the
engine of the driver's ed car. Bruce Tap. J4 SUCKS! Sam discover's
oral sex. Susan breaks her legs ... repeatedly. Dan and james on WEFT.
Dan x Claire, Steve x Nicole, jonathan x Alison, Ted x Audrey, Damian
x Anne-Marie, Balazs x Shawn D, Christina x Matt, james x Anthea,
Steve x joy, Ben B. x Katie B., Susan x Drake.

Senior Year:

We lose Rob Frazier, Meike, and Shako Oh-No! We
gain janek=hype and Tony "the tiger" Tang. CS bytes! Guys Cross
Country gets 3rd in state. james totals the bug and still claims to be
the best driver. Mr. Jaber leaves to open his new restaurant. Guys
team sports can't manage double digit wins, combined. Advanced Bio
roasts roadkill. BONZAI Trees. We get boys baseball and girls
volleyball teams. Matt eats fetal pigs. Shelley stirs up controversy.
Where's Danny Cranston? Is Yunny here today? What about Sarah?
Balazs x Shawn, Dan x Claire, Steve x A-M, Matt x Christina, Ted x
Audrey, Mod x Katie B., Sam x Zach H., Alison x jonathan, jeff x
Bridget, jenny L. x BRAD, Smarr x Lisa N., Adam x Alison, Nathan x
Nicole, Susan x Dave B., Mary x james. COLLEGE!!

Eive Years of DOMINATION!
,,,,
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Daniel eyes his tasty treat.

Alison steals the scene from Rachel.

Dan is up to more sneaky tricks.

Lorcan is caught off guard with blue hair.

...,
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Left- Thayer and
Gumby Pose in the
senior alcove.
Bottom left - Audrey
and Nell rejoice over
lack of memory of
last weekend.
Bottom right - Matt
and Chandra enjoy
lunch together.

A rabid Evan attacks a very
laidback lmran.

,.,
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Above: Bridget and Chandra boogie at the winter formal, while
Tommy and Matt watch from the backround. Right: Sammy
has fun with a blender.

Above: Hannan, Selin, Amanda Ochs,
Ashley, Lee and Anand chill in the second floor alcove. Right: Subbie buddies
Nicole Wleklinski, Rebecca Tabb, Ginny
Tucker, and Sara Medendorp will do anything to be in the yearbook.
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Above:
Coach Beesley gets the
guys psyched before a
game
by
clapping his
hands real
loud. Left:
Phil Rowell
and Carrie
Williamson
laugh while
at one of
Uni's great
dances.

Above: Ms.
Hellyer, the
art teacher,
doodles while
making an urgent phone
call.
Left:
Nadia sits in
the lounge as
she becomes
one with her
nail.

Left: Mr. Andsager hangs with his students.
Above: Amanda, Damian, and Sam go all
out for hippie day.
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Berg , John 47, 82
Bergandine, Dave 28 , 55, 62
Bhagwat, Ranjit 8, 9, 16, 88, 133
Bial , Anna 21 , 88, 93
Bild , Gene 61
Bocharov, John 70
Bognar, Balazs 19, 21 , 22 , 24, 28 , 30, 35 , 40, 41 , 65 ,
66, 97F, 112F, 112H, 115, 128, 137
Bowersox, Brandon 20, 88
Braden , Betsy 15, 45 , 70
Braden , Katie 12, 16, 22 , 24, 28, 38, 39 , 65 , 97, 99,
112EH , 112H, 113
Broadbent, Rob 36 , 82
Brokish , Peter 47, 76
Brothers, Benjamin 18, 31 , 97, 100, 115
Brothers, Emily 21 , 27, 42 , 43, 46 , 82 , 83
Burger, Nell 5, 25, 46, 76, 125
Burns, Jennifer 58
Burton , Beatrice 45, 70
Butler, Chris 59

c

Castellon , Carol 61
Ceperley, Natalie 22 , 31 , 38, 76
Chaney, Rachel 88
Chang , Hsin 21
Chary, Ajit 24, 28, 47, 64, 82 , 86, 87
Chen , Anna 69, 73
Chen , Chris 69

Index
A
AI-Heeti, Roaa 28, 70
Alan , Lian 27, 47, 76
Alexander, Mark 70
Allman , Amanda 59
Ambrose , Peter 30, 41 , 82
Amin , Amal 97, 98 , 114
Andsager, David 62 , 126
Anghel , Catalina 70
Aref, Thomas 28, 82
Ashenbrenner, Barb 56
Auler, James 16, 24, 97, 98, 112E, 112F, 112H ,
115

8
Baker, Lori 57
Bakshee, llya 27, 88, 92
Bandy, Mara 70
Bandy, Matt 27, 31 , 97, 98 , 112, 116
Bant, Jason 36, 82
Barclay, Sarah 10, 19, 88
Bartlet, Rebbeca 24, 82
Basar, Gozen 5, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 38 , 39, 64,
66, 88, 92 , 140
Bavda, Puja 76
Baym , Michael 27, 28, 82
Beedy, Dan 9, 21 , 31 , 97, 99
Beesely, Joel 66, 67, 126
\II ,
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Good luck , Tay -Don't Panic!

Chen, Ch ri stopher 76
Chen , lann 70, 75
Chen , Jennifer 9, 12, 16, 24, 70, 96
Cheng , Guanyao 47, 64, 83, 88, 138
Chew, Amy 76
Chiang , Cynthia 20, 28, 82
Cho, Matthew 19, 26, 28, 51 , 88, 125, 139
Choi, Ami 76
Chou , Brian 47, 76
Christianson , Nils 36, 82 , 87
Christie, Jul ie 46
Chuang , Kendall 70
Colomb, Robin 88, 134
Coombe, Amy 5, 22 , 23, 24, 28 , 38, 39, 46 , 48, 92
Cooper, Lori 38, 88
Craggs, Thomas 18, 23, 28, 51 , 88, 93, 94
Grames, Joel 15, 56
Cranston , Daniel 35 , 40, 41 , 51 , 97, 100, 115
Croisant, Matthew 47, 76
Cziko , Anne-Marie 16, 22, 23, 26, 27, 42 , 46, 48 , 49 ,
52 , 94, 97, 100, 112F, 112G, 114
D

Dar, Vilias 24
Dasgupta, Suman 15, 36, 37, 76, 96
Davis-Smith , Dean 16, 33, 57
Day, Neil 88
DelaMar, Shawn 4, 22 , 25, 27, 42, 43, 48 , 52 , 88
Delgado, David 70, 74

Demisse, Zewde 21 , 28, 46, 82, 83, 87
Depew, Tory 76
DeRose, Pedro 27, 36, 82
Dhar, Vilas 27, 70
Dummit, Nathan 97, 101 , 117, 136
Dunn , Sarah 38, 76

E
Eads, Cathy 33, 56
Estabrook, Helen 44, 46, 76, 138
Eubanks, Kara 26, 76
F
Fahrner, John 36, 82
Feldman , Jason 64, 82 , 86
Finnerty, Daniel 36, 76
Fleischer, Gillian 22 , 36, 46, 82, 83, 87
Foxglove, Chad 41 , 83, 88
Franki , Suzanne 21 , 44, 82, 83
Fuchs , Micah 70, 74
Fuller, Dorothy 58
G
Gahvari , Hormozd 31 , 76, 140
Garcia, Christina 5, 7, 16, 27, 42, 43, 48, 49, 52, 97,
101 , 112F, 115
Gee , Albert 88
Geeseman , Katherine 27, 28, 76
Goel , Kavi 22, 76
Gorski, Chris 11 , 24, 33, 35 , 40, 41 , 53, 65 , 97,
101F, 112FG, 112G, 113, 114, 128, 140

UNfV£RSlTY H.S. LIBRAR
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Grace , Andrew 88, 133
Grant, Erin 46
Grathoff, Georg 36
Grathoff, Philip 36, 61 , 62
Grayson , Paul 9, 15, 31 , 41 , 88, 141
Grossman , Daniel 13, 24, 26, 28, 76
Gruschow, Karl 31 , 82
H
Hajj, Usama 31 , 89
Hanna-Holloway, Brendan 21 , 30, 31 , 41 , 82
Heightshoe, Allison 45
Helfrich, Jeff 33, 35, 40, 41 , 69
Hellyer, Karen 11 , 31 , 65
Hensley, Zachary 8, 16, 23, 24, 28 , 31 , 55 , 89 , 93
Henson, Claire 4, 24, 28, 38, 52 , 94, 97, 102, 112E,
112F, 112G, 115
Herendeen , Paul 24, 30, 31 , 35, 40, 41
Hermann , Linda 61
Ho, James 18, 24, 31 , 97, 102, 115
Hobson, Alex 83
Hobson , Jeremy 77
Howell, Kathryn 64
Hsieh, Christine 25 , 28, 46, 83, 140
Hsieh , Eric 64, 83, 86
Hurst, James 31 , 97, 102, 113, 115
Husain, Asad 20, 22, 28, 30, 41 , 89
Hutchens, Christopher 27, 64, 83, 86

\II,
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Ito, Hiroko 60
Iversen, Jennifer 70

J
Jacobson, David 70, 74
Jacobson, Frances 64, 66
Jampala, Sridevi 20, 21 , 28, 83
Jassim, Hanan 28 , 42, 43, 77, 126
Jochusch , Elizabeth 61
Johnson-Winston, Kathleen 8, 21 , 28, 97, 112F, 138
Joncich, Adam 51 , 89
K
Kaczynski , Ted 20
Kang , Jeffrey 11 , 19, 20, 23,24, 26, 27, 28 , 31,32,
36, 37, 51 , 66, 89 , 133, 136, 139, 141
Kaplan , Phillipa 24
Kaput, Molly 9, 16, 22 , 44, 83, 130, 141
Kaufman , Julie 20, 22 , 24, 27, 28, 83, 85
Keller, Christene 24, 83
Kendricks , Miachael 70
Kennedy, Colin 20, 27, 70, 71
Kim , Peter 16, 18, 36, 47, 84, 112E, 112F, 112G
Kim , Yunny 18, 24, 27, 44, 97, 103, 117
Kimball , Jason 36, 84
Kimble , Peter 66
Kingery , Daniel 18, 21 , 22, 27, 66, 89, 124, 129, 133
Klein , Mrs. 58
Kluegal , Alan 15, 36 , 47, 53, 89, 93

Thanks to the facutly, administration,
staff, and students for making
Samantha·s Uni High experience so
unique. Uni has been her second home
these past five years.

Congratulations and good luck to
the Class of '96!!
Steve and Stephanie Sutton
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All the best to you, Steven in the years
ahead. We will miss you.
Love, Mom and Dad

Josh,
You're always
#1 with us.
Love,
Mom, Papa,

and Amanda

Kolchinsky , Artemy 71 , 74
Kolchinsky , Daniel 21 , 26, 89 , 129
Koritz , Laura 21 , 22 , 84
Krasavin , Alex 31 , 97, 103, 114, 141
Kuch , Juliane 21 , 45 , 71
Kukreti , Shwayta 21 , 25 , 28, 46, 84, 85
L
Lamb , Christopher 36, 84
Lansing , Jonathon 21 , 27, 36 , 47, 52, 89, 93
Lattimore, Cyndra 16, 28, 46 , 77, 96, 141
Lau , Andreanna 30, 71
Laughlin , Rosemary 58 , 112G
Lawrence, Natalie 77
Leap, Carolyn 8, 23, 28, 69 , 89, 91 , 93
Lecompte, Celeste 71
Ledgin , AI 38, 63
Left, Alison 8, 9, 12, 18, 19, 21 , 22 , 23, 24, 52 , 66,
94, 97, 104, 112F, 112H, 114, 124
Liaw, John 28, 57, 97, 104, 112H, 115
Lin , Richard 18, 21 , 22 , 28, 31 , 97, 104, 112F, 113,
117
Linton , Chandra 13, 19, 21 , 22, 24, 27, 38, 39 , 64,
66, 89, 92 , 93, 95, 125, 126
Linton , Duane 24, 27, 71 , 95
Lisy, Amara 24, 38, 46 , 53, 77
Lopez, Linda 60
Lu , Jing 77
Lung , Brian 71 , 136

Luth , Jennifer 15, 19, 21 , 27, 97, 105, 115
Ly, Kim 71

M
Main, Meredith 45 , 71
Malholtra, Roopali 20, 22, 24, 27, 28, 57, 89, 140
Malhotra, Sameer 77
Managanro, Christine 18, 22, 24, 27, 30, 36, 53, 77
Marshall , Damian 13, 16, 24, 33 , 35, 40, 41 , 52, 65 ,
94, 97, 105, 112F, 112G, 115, 126, 128
Martin, Reed 77
Masar, Tyson 9, 10, 13, 25 , 71 , 74, 133
Mathews, Nate 22, 30, 41 , 77,
Mayor-Bernet, Becca 77
McCarthy, Ryan 77
McClintock, Matt 12, 27, 30, 35 , 40, 41 , 97, 105, 128
McCreary, Virginia 71 .
McNabb, Andrew 71
Medendorp, And rew 30, 35, 40 , 41 , 69, 90
Medendorp, Sara 16, 24, 30, 45, 71 , 126
Melby-Thompson , Kirsten 11 , 22 , 84, 96
Meyer, Jennifer 45 , 71
Micele , Lisa 33, 57
Miller, Audrey 5, 24, 36 , 46, 53, 78 , 125
Mills, Robert 27, 47, 78
Misztal , Piotr 20, 97, 106, 112F
Mitas, Andy 24, 71 , 139
Modica, Matt 9, 19, 32, 97, 106, 112F, 117, 136
Monahan , Jack 24, 65, 71 , 131
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--REGISTER AND VOTE
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Monrad, Priya 9, 32 , 90, 130, 141
Moradi , Zeynab 72, 73
Morales-Dayle, Dan 7, 47, 78, 124
Morales-Dayle, Sean 72 , 74, 140
Morrison , Jim 24
Morris, Pat 62
Moxley, Bonnie 35, 42
Murphy, Dan 18, 23, 24, 51 , 57, 97, 106, 112E,
112F, 112H, 114
Murphy, Lorcan 8, 23, 24, 31 , 65 , 97, 107, 113, 124,
137
Murphy, Megan 28, 44, 48, 49, 84
Murphy, Rebecca 44, 46, 48 , 49, 63
Murphy, Rick 25, 45 , 55, 65
Mylinski , Mike 47
MynaH, Doug 35 , 42 , 47, 55 , 63
N
Nafziger, Steve 22 , 23, 24, 36, 37, 51 , 97, 107,
112 E, 116, 132
Nelson , Katie 5, 22 , 64, 90, 95
Nelson , Paul 84
Newman, Frances 60
Newman, Victoria 107, 112F, 117
Newport, Joshua 8,24, 95 , 97, 108, 112F, 132
Nicholson, Amy 95, 97, 108, 112F
Novak, Lisa 21 , 97, 108, 116, 134
Nuzzo, Matl 78

Good Luck, Sarah!!
We will miss you ....
Love, Mom & Dad

0
Obloj, Janek 97 , 109
Obloj , Tomasz 47, 78
Ochs , Amanda 78 , 126
p
Packard , Errol 72
Parmer, Shannon 27, 97, 109, 113, 114
Peek, Jacklyn 24, 84, 86
Pelafas, Nicholas 12, 31 , 72
Pollock, El isabeth 11 , 35, 44, 46, 48, 78 , 96, 140
Porreca, David 18, 58
Preece , Thayer 24, 2S , 26, 27, 28, 52, 65, 94, 97,
109, 112F, 113, 116, 125, 128, 140
Preece , Will 25, 84

R
Rajagopal, Vijay 22, 78·
Rajeswaren , Anita 16, 18, 21, 27, 97, 110, 114
Rajeswaren , Vivian 22, 27, 44, 83, 84
Ramanathan , Tara 25, 32 , 90, 91 , 92 , 93
Ramos , Edwin 24, 84
Ramos , Elliot 72
Rashid , lmran 9, 28, 36 , 78, 125
Rawles, Lee 8, 9, 27, 90, 126, 141
Rebecca, Tabb 75
Reingold , Rachel 12, 18, 97, 110, 117, 124, 131135
Rempe , Susan 8, 12, 23, 24, 28, 32 , 97 , 110, 112E,
112F, 112G, 113, 116
Reutter, Kurt 78
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Reynolds, Adam 40, 41 , 83, 84
Reynolds, Nadia 5, 7, 18, 21 , 22 , 23, 24, 27, 44, 48,
49 , 53, 89 , 90, 92, 126, 128
Rich , Rebecca 90, 95
Richardson , Emily 72
Ridenour, Barbara 23, 65
Risken , Sarah 97, 111 , 112F, 112G, 117, 134
Ritz, Hadas 16, 33, 90, 93
Roberts , Shelley 11 , 13, 56
Rogers , Bridget 13, 16, 22, 24, 32 , 38, 39, 48, 49 ,
111 , 112E, 112F, 115, 126
Rosa, Aaron 7, 13, 30, 31 , 47, 51 , 89 , 90, 140
Rotman , Ella 78
Rowell , Phillip 13, 28, 45 , 72, 74, 126, 134

s

Sansone, Alex 30, 31 , 41 , 83, 90
Sapoznik, Alexandra 28 , 84
Sapp, Joseph 36, 78
Sarwate, Anand 8, 9, 21 , 23, 24, 31 , 32, 90, 92, 126
Saunders, Peter 18, 30, 35 , 36, 51 , 97, 111 , 117
Schnuer, Samuel 24, 65 , 72 , 133
Schrepfer, Katie 44, 46, 69, 78, 96
Schrepfer, Thomas 21 , 30, 31 , 36, 90, 91 , 139
Sczaniecka, Anna 72
Sefranek, Andrew 28, 84
Severinghaus, Steven 84
Severinghaus, William 90
Sharabash , Hanady 28, 42, 43, 112, 114
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Sharabash , Noura 18, 54, 97, 112, 112F, 117
Sherman , Thomas 78126
Shriver, Runelle 64
Skorupa, Anna 22, 46 , 84
Skreslet, Nathan 78
Skreslet, Rebecca 69, 78
Skreslet, Tabor 69, 78
Slichter, Daniel 72
Smarr, Benjamin 72
Smarr, Joseph 27, 28, 84
Smeltzer, Amanda 5, 10, 19, 20, 22 , 27, 34, 44, 48,
49 , 52 , 90, 93, 126
Smeltzer, Michael 19, 58 , 66, 92
Smith , Brian 78
Smith , Evan 41 , 90, 92, 125
Smith , Greg 20, 66
Smyth , David 24, 28, 78
Sodhi , Rupinder 69, 78
Sodhi , Sandeep 89, 90
Sohn , Sammy 7, 16, 36, 37, 47, 52, 79, 126, 135,
140
Solomon , Scott 27, 28, 51 , 97, 112, 117
Song , Selin 16, 18, 22, 28 , 84 , 126
Soskin , Phillipa 16, 25 , 28, 31 , 38, 79
Spicer, John Paul 27, 60
Spiro, Jarrett 47, 84, 86, 87
Squires, Nikkia 28, 83, 85, 86, 87, 141
Stoia, Ryan 27 , 85

TONY-"QIAN TU WU LIANG"
Best Wishes
We'll miss you
PAT&JACK
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Toghraee , Ma~am 8, 9, 18, 27, 97, 1128, 112H, 116
Trefzger, Amy 27, 44, 48, 97, 1128, 113, 114
Trauth, Erin 24, 28, 46, 91 , 93
Tsay, Christopher 10, 24, 25 , 28, 65, 91
Tucker, Dan 14, 19, 24, 47, 55, 91 , 95, 135
Tucker, Virginia 16, 45 , 72, 126
Tumanova, Zhenya 21 , 27, 28, 38, 85, 86
Turner, John 66, 67
Tymonko, Steve 41 , 91

u

Ulen, Ted 7, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28 , 30, 36, 37, 66, 97,
112, 112F, 112G, 114
Upah Bant, Marilyn 15, 66, 67
Uppuluri, Sarada 25, 79

v

Vanka, Anita 42, 43 , 91
Vernon , Nicole 18, 38, 91 , 135
Vokac, Joy 16, 44, 94, 97, 112C

w

Wachtel , Jonathan 5, 7, 24, 28, 51 , 97, 112F, 112G,
112H, 115
Wade , Derek 24, 31 , 41 , 51 , 97, 112C, 115, 128
Wagner, Ursula 22, 28, 35 , 38
Walczewski , Luke 36, 47, 79
Walczewski , Matt 21 , 36, 85
Walker, Sally 52 , 63
Walter, Ashley 24, 91 , 126
Wegel , Claire 72

Stone, David 62
Strand , Scott 72, 75
Sulloway, Christian 25, 30, 31 , 32 , 35 , 40, 41 , 90, 92
Suslick, Adele 58
Sutton, Bill 16, 30, 31 , 55, 59
Sutton , Katherine 31 , 79
Sutton , Samantha 5, 7, 12, 18, 21 , 22, 24, 26, 28,
44, 52, 94, 97, 112A, 112E, 112F, 112G, 113, 114,
126, 131
Sverdlov, Eugene 19, 30, 36, 37, 66, 97, 112A,112E,
112F, 112G, 112H, 115
Swearingen , Rebecca 5, 22 , 24, 27, 32 , 44, 48 , 57,
90, 95, 136
Sweet, Laura 79
T
Tabb, Rebecca 42, 45, 72, 126
Tang , Tony 112A, 116, 137
Tarr, Alexander 15, 72 , 74
Techtow, Kate 24, 44, 79
Ten ace , Edward 59
Terando, Adam 31 , 90
Ter~, Charles 24, 28, 41 , 45, 72
Thaler, Alexander 72
Thomas, David 24, 45 , 72
Thomas, James 79
Thomas, Matthew 13, 24, 28, 30, 41 , 90, 129
Throneburg, Mason 27, 31 , 47, 51 , 91 , 92
Tipei , Alexandra 9, 72 , 125, 126
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Wei , Melissa 15, 21 , 73
Weilmuenster, Paul 27, 60
Weisiger, George 9, 21 , 85 , 87, 96
Wells , Audrey 28, 58
Wen , Audrey 19, 20, 48 , 68 , 91 , 95, 134, 139, 144
Wilhelm , Matt 35 , 40, 41 , 79
Williams , Corrie 24, 73, 75 , 126
Winston-Johnson , Kathleen 10, 103, 112H
Wisseman , Emily 73, 75
Wisseman , Nicholas 47, 79
Wleklinski , Nichole 45, 73, 126
Wolkenowski , Maria 60
Wraight, Lydia 8, 18, 23, 24, 28, 33, 97, 1120, 112E,
113, 116
Wright, Erik 73
Wright, Shannon 27, 32, 97, 1120, 116, 134, 136
Wysocki , Barbara 59

y
Yates-White , Crystal 25 , 73, 126
Vee , Jeff 47

z
Zodhiates , Ariel 42 , 45, 73
Zodhiates, Mr. 58
Zuthshi, Parjanya 24, 85
Zych , Crystal 73, 75
Zych , David 8, 28 , 97, 1120

This is for all of you who hate my
beautiful wolf, Cliff
-Audrey Wen

Patrons:
Roger and Peggy Wade
Prime light Studios
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Above :Sean uses his free hour
to study. Above right : Liz,
Christine, and Thayer prove
that upper- and underclassmen
really can get along. Right:
Gozen and Aaron mess around
while Rupu smiles at the camera. Bottom: Hormozd and
Sammy are fascinated with
Chris' typing skills.
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Above left: Paul, Lee, Molly,
and Priya are happy that
opening night was a success.
Above: Jeff smiles for the
camera. Left: Don't seniors
have better things to do than
homework? Bottom: Cyndra
and Nikkia enjoy their free
hour in the lounge .
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All Is Said and Done

Closing
In retrospect, the year was
marked byfun, excitement, and
challenges. These characteristics brought us together to
create a truly unique, indi-

'

vidual school. We look eagerly
t0111ardsanequally, ifnotmore
exciting year. We will all be
one year older, one year wiser,
and one year closer to what we
are here to accomplishgraduation. With this in
mind, there is much more to

'''·
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"You enter Uni as little
bitty babies and leave
as adults, and in between, you have some
of the best times of your
life. Subbie through senior year, I have had
more fun than I could
have had at any other
school, and I'll remember all of it for the rest of
my life. "
-Steve Nafziger,
senior

Left: /Illinois State Lottery Bingo Cards for the
only eighteen year-olds in our school Above:
Russian Club enjoys a feast

,,,,
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Below left: David Duchovny is my
"tuning fork struck upon a star''
Below: Clifty, my little doggy woggy

Well, this is my first yearbook and it was an
interesting experience. The yearbook staff
did a lot of work, especially Amanda and
Dan. Thanks to Mr. Smeltzer for picking me
as an editor, even though I didn't know what
I was doing. I should also thank my parents
who drove me around when I was too lazy to
drive myself and for understanding when I
had to work. I also want to ay 'hi" to my
friends, as well as Ben, Katherine, and Erin,
all of whom I couldn'tlive without but who
still drive me crazy. Special thanks to Laura
or putting up with me all the time (see you
at County Market!!).
-Sarah Barclay

Oh golly, my frrst yearbook. I shouldn'
take much credit for this since I did not de
much. The yearbook taff did a great dea:
more than before. Thank you-Smeltz anc
Sarah-don't-call-me-Charles-Barclay. Tc
my great friends, Tommy and Megan whc
listen to me bitch and whine about EVERYTHING, thank you for putting ur
with me, even though your not done (It's
allaboutthefrienbird). Sorry, Mr. Smeltzer
for getting me as your editor: I'm learning
the hard way, like Anfemee. And finally,
thanks to Cliffy (the dog who nobody
loves, but me), and David Duchovny, the
two most beautiful males in the world.
-Audrey "Dre" Wen
•

I included this picture of Gavin
for Laura and Zarah who make
my life even stranger and also
a lot more fun.

The final deadline .... How sweet the sound ... that saved a wretch like me.
I once was lost. ... and I am still lost.
This is Uni's first all digital yearbook. Every photo was scanned and every page submitted to
Jostens totally on disk. Now that we have these digital files,our hope is to produce an on-line
version of the "yearbook with no name." Thanks go to our editors Audrey Wen and Sarah
Barclay for the extra work that they did after school and on weekends. Amanda Smeltzer and
Dan Tucker came through with extra layout and Photoshop help. Mike Hackleman from Jostens
saw us through our frrst production cycle with his company, and still has some hair. All of the
students on the yearbook and Gargoyle staffs have Principal Shelley Roberts to thank for upgrading our production facilities with 6 new PowerMacs this year. The handprints throughout
the book belong to the staff members who took the photos, wrote the stories and crafted the
page . The rest of the staff included: Gozen Basar, Balazs Bognar, Matt Cho, Jeff Kang, Alison
Leff, Chandra Linton Jenny Luth, Matt Modica, Stave Nafziger, Gene Sverdlov, and Ted Ulen.
With a little luck you will first read these words at the disorientation'picnic .. - Coach Smeltzer
14:
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